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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation defines musical polymeter in relation to a theory of meter as a 
hierarchical structure.  It also disambiguates polymeter from related concepts and defines 
a complete classification of polymetric possibilities using a thorough, analytical 
approach.  The system accommodates both isochronous and non-isochronous meters and 
classifies polymetric structures based on the relationships between corresponding levels 
in the component meters.  Such levels are related by factors such as proportionality, 
coincidence, and periodicity.  The classification is created by first constructing a list of all 
conceivable combinations of relationships between corresponding metrical levels and 
then eliminating those arrangements that are impossible.  The system is illustrated with 
numerous figures.  A concise labeling system is also provided.  The final chapter of this 
work presents various analytical techniques, including graphical and quantitative 
methods.  This system handles all different kinds of coordinated polymeter in one 
conceptual framework.  It also suggests an organized approach to composing with 
polymeter and provides polymetric configurations that may not have been previously 
explored by composers and theorists. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF POLYMETER 
 
"Putnam's Camp, Redding, Connecticut," the second movement of Charles Ives's 
Three Places in New England, is well known as an evocative musical work.  In this 
movement, Ives employs an array of compositional techniques in order to allude to 
amateur music performance, the geographic location indicated by the title, and imaginary 
transformations between a modern-day Fourth of July celebration and General Israel 
Putnam's Revolutionary War training camp.1  He also portrays the dramatic action that 
unfolded at this camp on a day in 1788, when a group of soldiers, demoralized by the 
harsh conditions they experienced, deserted their encampment only to be rallied by 
General Putnam himself. 
Example 1.1 (pp. 2-3) illustrates Ives's musical depiction of the camp and the 
dissention of the deserting soldiers.  This same excerpt is also shown in a rhythmic 
reduction in Example 1.2 (bottom of p. 3).  Cooney explains that the "sluggish" march, 
played by the strings and clarinet, and the distant "bugle call" of the flute define the 
overall scene of the camp, while the oboe represents the attempts of the "Goddess of 
Liberty" to appeal to the disaffected soldiers' sense of duty and encourage them to stay at 
their posts.  In spite of this appeal, this group of soldiers begins to leave the camp.  The 
group is represented in the music by an orchestral sub-group that includes bassoon, 
percussion, piano, and viola (and later French horn, trumpet, trombone, and tuba), and 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1 These aspects of the piece are detailed in Denise Von Glahn Cooney, "A Sense of Place: 
Charles Ives and 'Putnam's Camp, Redding, Connecticut," American Music 14, no. 3 
(Autumn 1996): 276-312. 
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which plays a second, conflicting march in a tempo that is 4/3 that of the rest of the 
music.  Ives notates this very deliberately with independent barlines and note values and 
a separate metronome marking and time signature (cut time instead of 4/4): 
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Ives expresses the conflict described in the piece's program—persuasively, viscerally, 
and rather literally—by creating two seemingly irreconcilable temporal frameworks in 
the music—two competing meters. 
The word "polymeter" is generally used to describe this type of music—music in 
which two or more metrical structures are present simultaneously.  Polymeter has a long 
and sustained tradition within the history of Western music, dating back at least as far as 
Machaut,2 extending into the modern era with composers such as Ives, Nancarrow,3 and 
Ligeti,4 and including composers such as Mozart5 in between. 
Perhaps one reason that polymeter is a long-standing compositional technique is 
that it produces compelling and interesting musical results.  Lester writes that in tonal 
music, polymeter “enhances the unified sweep of the phrase...pulls at the beats, like an 
extreme rubato intensifying the lyricism of the passage.”6  And in post-tonal music, 
polymeter “makes it seem as if the music is proceeding in two or more directions at 
once...[creating] metrically separate strands [that] conflict with each other.”7  It is not 
hard to imagine why polymeter appeals to a composer like Elliott Carter, who seeks “to 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2 For example Rondeau No. 19: Quant ma dame, as demonstrated in Ursula Günther, 
“Polymetric Rondeaux from Machaut to Dufay: Some Style-Analytical Observations,” in 
Studies in Musical Sources and Style: Essays in Honor of Jan LaRue, ed. Eugene K. Wolf 
and Edward H. Roesner, (Madison: A-R Editions, 1990), 78. 
3 See Two Canons for Ursula and many of the Studies for Player Piano. 
4 See, for example, Magyar Etüdök, Movement III, “Vásár”. 
5 See the Finale of Act I in Don Giovanni. 
6 Joel Lester, Analytical Approaches to Twentieth-Century Music (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, 1989), 23 
7 Ibid., 23. 
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‘push’ the limits of temporal experience, to create a musical object that appeals to 
simultaneous and contrasting experiences of time.”8  Given both its history and its 
expressive power, polymeter is worthy of careful study.  I have undertaken this project 
because it is a technique I have been fascinated with as a listener and a composer, and I 
hope to use it to its fullest potential in my future compositional work. 
 
1.2 A CRITIQUE OF EXISTING WORK ON POLYMETER 
 
While various authors9 have made important contributions in the literature on 
polymeter, or closely related concepts, a clear and complete framework for the discussion 
of this topic has yet to be developed.  One reason for this deficiency and confusion is that 
polymeter is often mistaken for related but distinct concepts such as polyrhythm, 
polytempo, cross-rhythm, and syncopation.  Additionally, some sources write about 
polymeter but refer to it by different names, such as metric (or rhythmic) dissonance and 
metric (or rhythmic) displacement.  There is a need for disambiguation among these 
terms and for a clear series of definitions. 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
8 Ève Poudrier, “Toward a General Theory of Polymeter: Polymetric Potential and 
Realization in Elliott Carter’s Solo and Chamber Instrumental Works After 1980” (Ph.D. 
diss., City University of New York, 2008), 331. 
9 Notable examples include Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter;” Maury Yeston, 
The Stratification of Musical Rhythm (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1976); 
Krebs, “Some Extensions of the Concepts of Metrical Consonance and Dissonance,” 
Journal of Music Theory 31 (1987): 99-120; Richard L. Cohn, “Metric and Hypermetric 
Dissonance in the Menuetto of Mozart’s Symphony in G-minor, K. 550,” Intégral 6 
(1992): 1-33; and Cynthia Folio, “An Analysis of Polyrhythm in Selected Improvised 
Jazz Solos,” in Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz Since 1945: Essays and Analytical 
Studies, ed. Elizabeth West Marvin and Richard Hermann, 103-133. 
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Polymeter is a diverse musical phenomenon with much room for continued 
compositional development.  In order to properly discuss specific instances of polymeter, 
and to understand the overall scope of the technique, it is necessary to have a solid 
structural classification of polymeter.  A few polymeter classifications have been 
created.10  Some of these are based on perceptual or notational concerns rather than 
structural factors.  Those classifications that pertain most directly to structure are all 
lacking in at least one aspect, for example (1) ignoring meters with nonisochronous 
structures;11 (2) not considering enough levels of metrical structure (often leaving out 
subdivision levels, or all grouping levels besides that which corresponds to the notated 
measure); (3) ending up incomplete even in the context of the parameters they have 
defined, failing to discuss displacement relationships (i.e. phase) or to integrate them with 
different rates of motion; (4) ignoring the possibility of irrational proportions between 
simultaneous meters; (5) providing potentially useful suggestions that point towards a 
classification without fully defining one; (6) or being limited in applicability to the music 
for which they were developed.  No classification yet exists that completely discusses the 
above points or studies the constraints on meter-to-meter relationships on a given 
structural level caused by the meter-to-meter relationships on other levels.12  Thus, there 
is clearly a need for a complete and definitive structural classification of polymeter and 
for a concise means of communicating about such a classification. 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
10 See Chapter 4 for a complete a brief discussion of these specific attempts. 
11 That is, meters with unequally spaced metrical elements (e.g. “additive meters,” 
“meters with unequal beats/beat groupings,” “complex meters,” etc.). 
12 The presence of a particular configuration found on one structural level often means 
that the meters cannot fall into certain kinds of relationships on other structural levels.  
See Section 4.4, “Exploring Between-Level Relationships.” 
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It would also be useful for a classification to describe or illustrate the overall level 
of disagreement between two or more simultaneous meters (to define, for example, a 
concise, visual means of assessing polymetrical disagreement).  Likewise, there is 
currently no method for quantifying polymetrical disagreement (or dissonance) that is 
usable with the kinds of (poly)metrical structures that are common in modern and 
contemporary music, in particular nonisochronous structures. 
 
1.3 THE GOALS AND CONTENTS OF THIS DISSERTATION 
 
This dissertation aims to remediate the deficiencies described in the previous 
section.  This introductory chapter is followed first by a chapter on musical meter, the 
aim of which is to consolidate existing ideas about meter into a form that is appropriate 
for the rest of the task.  The theory of meter contained here is specifically laid out to 
support the subsequent work on polymeter: to clearly distinguish meter from other 
aspects of rhythmic organization, to support discussion about meter in as wide a variety 
of music as possible, and to indicate to unfamiliar and specialist readers alike precisely 
what is meant by “meter” in this dissertation. 
 Chapter 3 provides a general view of polymeter from various vantage points while 
leaving more specific discussion about structural aspects to the next chapter. 
It begins by defining musical polymeter in greater depth and discussing several examples 
to help illustrate various phenomenological and notational aspects of the subject.  The 
chapter then disambiguates polymeter from several concepts with which it is related and 
also often confused with, and concludes with a brief overview of perceptual issues related 
to polymeter, including a critique of psychological research on the subject. 
!"
 Chapter 4 provides a review and critique of existing work related to the 
classification of polymeter with a concentration on structural classifications and then 
describes a classification system that overcomes the shortcomings found in existing 
systems (see Section 1.2).  Most notably, this classification handles nonisochronous 
meters and also features a generalized system for dealing with polymetrical 
configurations that involve both differences of rate as well as displacement relationships.  
The system works by identifying and classifying relationships between corresponding 
levels of a polymeter’s component metrical structures and provides a large number of 
musical examples to illustrate this system.  It also discusses analytical tools that I have 
developed—polymeter type and the polymeter vector—for concisely labeling 
polymetrical structures according to the categories that it defines. 
 The final chapter presents several analytical extensions of the classification 
system defined in the previous chapter.  The first such extension is the polymeter matrix, 
a tool for organizing and communicating information about cross-meter relationships 
with an amount of detail that exceeds what is involved in the basic classification system, 
but which nonetheless leverages its methods.  The second extension involves analytical 
tools used for graphically expressing information related to polymetrical disagreement.  
Lastly, a method is defined that allows for the determination of polymetric dissonance as 
a simple numerical quantity.  This final chapter ends with a summary of the 
accomplishments of this paper and suggests potential areas of further research and 
creative exploration. 
It should be disclosed that the tools in this study are designed above all for 
polymetrical structures that involve only two simultaneous meters.  But they can be 
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adapted for polymeters that involve three or more component meters if the meters are 
compared pairwise.  In spite of this admitted limitation, it is my hope that this dissertation 
will clarify and focus scholarly discussion about polymeter and also inspire others to 
continue investigating this fascinating domain of musical expression. 
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CHAPTER 2: METER 
 
 In order to deal with the concept of polymeter, it is first necessary to define what 
meter is.  Meter is an active subject of research in both music theory and cognitive 
psychology and there are highly sophisticated theories on the subject. This paper presents 
a theory of meter that is a synthesis of several existing theories.13  The theory has been 
shaped to support a variety of modes of musical experience and aims for enough 
flexibility to allow for the metrical innovations of contemporary music.  This paper does 
not attempt to break new ground on the general subject of meter.  Since its focus is 
polymeter rather than meter in general, this paper attempts to accommodate a wide range 
of viewpoints on meter.  I have carefully defined those aspects of meter that are required 
by my theory of polymeter, and although I make suggestions about other aspects of 
meter, I leave them in a flexible state wherever possible.  Some aspects of meter as 
described in the coming sections—in particular those aspects that deal with the structure 
of meter—are strict prerequisites for the use of my theory.  Other aspects (particularly in 
Section 2.3) are included more as a description of meter as I see it and to aid in 
understanding of the (poly)metrical analysis I have included in this text.  Such aspects, 
which primarily deal with identifying those musical factors that give rise to metrical 
########################################################
13 The main studies used to construct this theory of meter include: Fred Lerdahl and Roy 
Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983); 
Justin M. London, Hearing in Time: Psychological Aspects of Musical Meter (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2004); Jonathan D. Kramer, The Time of Music: New Meanings, 
New Temporalities, New Listening Strategies (New York: Schirmer Books, 1988); and 
Wallace Berry, Structural Functions in Music (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1976; Dover Publications, Inc., 1987. 
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structure, do not necessarily need to be subscribed to in order for the more important 
theories of polymeter to be useful. 
There is a trend in contemporary music theory to focus on meter as a 
psychological phenomenon.14  Some theorists go so far as to assert that meter only exists 
in the mind of a participant.  Gjerdingen, for instance, writes that meter is a “mode of 
attending” to rhythm.15  “In psychological terms, rhythm involves the structure of the 
temporal stimulus, while meter involves our perception cognition of such stimuli.”16  This 
viewpoint thus contends that while rhythm is a something contained in music, meter is a 
psychological activity or state of attention. 
 Other contemporary theorists, such as Kramer, point out that meter cannot be 
entirely separate from the music itself.17  Likewise, Poudrier writes that “meter must be 
situated in the music (as a hybrid product of a score and its performance) as well as in the 
mind.”18  This viewpoint better fits this dissertation’s goal of presenting a theoretical 
model that is sensitive to many modes of the musical experience, including composing, 
performing, and analyzing in addition to listening. Thus, I refer to meter as a property of 
music that is experienced temporally through activities such as listening, performance, 
and imagining, and also atemporally through analysis and construction.  I concede, 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
14 The groundwork for this viewpoint was laid out in Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative 
Theory and is very clearly explained by London in Hearing in Time. 
15 Robert O. Gjerdingen, “Meter as a Mode of Attending: A Network Simulation of 
Attentional Rhythmicity in Music,” Integral 3 (1989): 67-91, quoted in London, Hearing 
in Time, 4. 
16 London, Hearing in Time, 4. 
17 Kramer, Time of Music, 82. 
18 Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 31. 
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however, that meter is at times vague or ambiguous, and that it is open to interpretation 
by the individual no matter how they are experiencing the music. 
 
2.1 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF METER 
 
2.1.1 Meter and the Metrical Hierarchy 
 
 Meter is a hierarchically organized set of temporal patterns in music “to 
which...composers/performers/listeners attune.”19  Meter is essentially continuous and is 
dynamic in nature, although it generally tends towards some sort of regularity.  It is 
distinct from, but related to, rhythm. 
To assert that meter is hierarchical is to say that it consists of systematically 
related patterns on at least two different structural levels or timescales.  A pattern on a 
given timescale is referred to as a metrical level and may be relatively higher or lower in 
the overall metrical hierarchy.  Levels that are relatively higher in the hierarchy involve 
larger timescales (i.e. longer units of time), while levels that are lower in the hierarchy 
involve smaller timescales (i.e. shorter units of time).  Patterns on higher levels involve 
fewer elements than patterns on lower levels. 
The pattern on each metrical level contains one or more elements that occur at 
specific timepoints.  Metrical elements are not audible in and of themselves, although 
they are sensed (or felt) as the elements of meter.  Audible musical sounds may coincide 
with these elements, or not. 
########################################################
19 This phrase is borrowed from Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 33. 
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The metrical hierarchy provides a temporal framework that provides additional 
temporal meaning for the actual events in a piece of music.  Clarke makes the analogy 
that meter serves the same role in the rhythmic domain as scales serve in the pitch 
domain.20  When we hear (or think) metrically, we are experiencing a multi-leveled, 
temporal-conceptual grid.  With this grid, we can perceive and understand a larger variety 
of specific musical durations than is otherwise possible.  All sounds in a piece of music 
can be related to the hierarchical structure of meter.21  The onset and duration of each 
sound, and the time between sound onsets, are understood in relation to the structure of 
the metrical hierarchy22 and thus the sounds gain a dimension of temporal meaning in 
addition to that provided by our sense of absolute time. 
 
2.1.2 Metrical Elements 
 
Like timepoints (and unlike musical sounds), metrical elements have no duration.  
One can look instead at the time between two successive elements on a given metrical 
level, which is referred to as the interonset interval (or IOI).  This study is generally more 
concerned with the proportional relationship between various IOIs rather than the IOI 
########################################################
20 Eric F. Clarke, “Levels of Structure in the Organization of Musical Time,” 
Contemporary Music Review 2, no. 1 (1987): 235. 
21 Metrical structure, however, often includes interpolated and inferred elements that do 
not correspond to any real musical events. 
22 Although all event timings can be understood in relation to the metrical hierarchy, it 
would be wrong to assume that each event in a piece corresponds temporally to a specific 
metrical element (or more properly, to a set of simultaneous metrical elements from 
several different metrical levels).  Although many or most event onsets may correspond 
with metrical elements, it is not uncommon for musical events to occur at timepoints at 
which no metrical elements occur (e.g. in certain cross-rhythms). 
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lengths themselves.  Thus, rather than focus on the lengths of a series of IOIs—for 
example, 200 ms, 300 ms, 400 ms—it is noted that the IOIs have a certain proportional 
relationship (in this case, 2:3:4).  This study generally considers the idealized, 
“canonical” timings of musical notation23 and ignores the “expressive” timing variations 
of actual musical performances.24  As such, notated musical durations are sometimes used 
to represent metrical elements.  This is done only as a convenient means of meaningfully 
expressing the proportional relationships between the IOIs of metrical elements and in no 
way implies that these elements themselves have durations (as described above, they are 
durationless).  More often than not, however, undifferentiated dots are used in place of 
musical notes.  In these cases, the spacing of the dots should be taken to be 
communicative of timings and proportions. 
 
2.1.3 Metrical Levels 
 
A given metrical level consists exclusively of elements that coincide with 
elements in a (strict) subset of the next lower level (should any lower levels exist25).  In 
########################################################
23 Both prescriptive notation (i.e. scores) and descriptive notation (i.e. transcriptions.) 
24 The terms “canonical” and “expressive” as used to distinguish between two conceptual 
categories of musical duration come from Clarke, “Levels of Structure.”  When we hear 
metrically, we hear “canonically” which means that we can think of timings and 
durations categorically (e.g. as eighth notes) and with simpler, idealized proportions 
rather than just resorting to our (often inaccurate and imprecise) sense of absolute time.  
Although this study frequently ignores expressive timing variations, it does not by any 
mean deny their existence or their effect on cueing metrical structure.  See Section 2.3. 
25 There is some disagreement about whether or not the number of concurrent metrical 
levels is limited, and this is be touched on in Section 2.3.  For simplicity’s sake, however, 
the existence of lower and higher metrical levels in relation to a given metrical level can 
be assumed for now. 
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other words, every element in the given level coincides with one element in the next 
lower level, and this lower level has more elements than the given level.  Thus, any 
particular metrical level is temporally embedded in all existing lower levels.  Figure 2.1 
demonstrates this relationship visually for three metrical levels. 
 
 
 
The elements in each metrical level are all relatively accented or unaccented and 
are organized into groups according to the location of the accented elements.  Each group 
in a level begins with an accented element, which is followed by a varying number of 
unaccented elements.26  Metrical levels are generally continuous27 and are normally 
divided into non-overlapping groups, with each element belonging to exactly one 
group.28 
########################################################
26 Various music psychologists (see note 58, later), and some music theorists (see for 
example, Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, 69), have indicated that the 
number of unaccented elements in a group is usually one or two allowing for a total 
number of two or three elements per group.  Some other theorists allow for a wider range 
of total elements per group, from one to many. 
27 Meter as a whole is normally continuous but can admit discontinuity when meter is lost 
(e.g. in temporary periods of ametricity) or in cases that involve extreme, irreconcilable 
changes in at least one metrical level, especially the beat level. 
28 In some cases, an established metrical structure might be understood to overlap briefly 
with a new or revised metrical structure.  In these cases, the same metrical element would 
be accented in one metrical structure and unaccented in the same corresponding level of a 
!"#
2.1.4 The Relationship Between Levels in a Meter 
 
The accents in a given level arise from the existence of the next higher level in the 
metrical hierarchy.29  Every accent in the given level coincides with an element in the 
next higher level.  Similarly, every element in the higher level coincides with an accent in 
the given level.  The higher level is said to group the elements in the given level, or to 
provide an “interpretation” of the given level.30  When a metrical level is considered apart 
from its accents, it is called an uninterpreted metrical level; when its accents are 
considered, it is referred to as an interpreted metrical level.   Figure 2.2 is an update of 
Figure 2.1 with annotations that suggest interpreted metrical levels. 
 
 
 
The converse relationship for grouping is subdivision.  A given level is said to 
subdivide the elements in the next higher level.  Likewise, the elements in a particular 
level are subdivided by the elements in the next lower level. 
 
########################################################
new structure.  This situation is called “overlap” or “elision.”  See Kramer, Time of 
Music, 103, 418 (note 60). 
29 Because of this, the highest metrical level that is considered would not be thought of as 
having accents. 
30 The term “interpretation” comes from Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm. 
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2.1.5 Types of Metrical Levels 
 
Meter is structured around one particular level called the beat level (also “tactus”31 or 
“referent level”32).  The elements of the beat level are referred to as beats.  From the 
listener’s perspective, the beat level is felt to carry the tempo of the music.33  The beat 
level (or B-level) is labeled with a ‘B’ in all musical examples.  All metrical levels above 
the beat level are referred to as grouping levels (or G-levels), and all levels below the beat 
level are referred to as subdivision levels (or S-levels).  Likewise, the elements of 
grouping levels are referred to as groupings or groups while the elements of subdivision 
levels are called subdivisions.  I refer to the grouping level immediately above the beat 
level as the first grouping level (or the G1-level), the next higher grouping level as the 
second grouping level (or the G2-level), and so on, and label them as G1, G2, etc.34  
Likewise, I order the subdivision levels sequentially beginning with the level 
immediately below the beat level (i.e. the first subdivision level or S1-level) and onward 
through subdivision levels that are lower in the metrical hierarchy, and label them in a 
similar fashion as S1, S2, etc.35  Example 2.1 notates and labels several metrical levels in 
########################################################
31 London, Hearing in Time, 17. 
32 Mari Riess Jones, “Attending to Musical Events,” in Cognitive Basis of Musical 
Communication, ed. Mari Riess Jones and Susan Holleran (Washington, D.C.: American 
Psychological Association, 1992). 
33 Similarly, any metronome marking in the score generally involves the duration of a 
beat, particularly in meters that have isochronous beat levels. 
34 This practice comes from J. Kent Williams, Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-
Century Music (Forth Worth, TX: Harcourt Brace College Publishers), 98-100. 
35 Williams, Theories and Analyses uses D1, D2, D3, instead, referring to “division” 
levels rather than “subdivision” levels. 
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the first eight measures of Mozart’s Piano Sonata No. 11, K. 331.  The levels are notated 
in two different ways.  Example 2.1A simply uses dots to mark the elements on each 
level relative to the piano notation, while Example 2.1B uses musical durations to clarify 
the proportional relationships between the IOIs involved in the metrical levels. 
 
 
This paper makes relatively few assumptions about the particular number of 
levels involved in the metrical hierarchy as it aims to be of use in a wide variety of 
theoretical viewpoints.  The only requirement this paper has to this effect is that meter 
must have at least two levels, as it is by definition a hierarchical structure.  More 
specifically, meter has one beat level and at least one additional level, which may be 
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either a grouping level or a subdivision level.  In practice, meter usually also includes at 
least one each of grouping and subdivision levels.  This three-level model—grouping-
beat-subdivision—is a good basic model and is consistent with various psychological 
models of meter perception and cognition.36  This model is also reflected in the most 
frequently used meters of common practice Western music.  These basic meters are 
generally classified according to the relationships of their subdivision and grouping levels 
to their beat levels.  The relationship between the B and S1 levels are classified as either 
“simple” (i.e. two subdivisions per beat, as in the meters prescribed by the time 
signatures 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4) or “compound” (i.e. three subdivisions per beat, as in the 
meters prescribed by 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8).  The relationships between the B and G1 levels 
are typically classified as either duple (i.e. two beats per group, as in 2/4 and 6/8) or triple 
(i.e. three beats per group, as in 3/4 and 9/8), and sometimes also quadruple (i.e. four 
beats per group, as in 4/4 and 12/8). 
Patterns on metrical levels are classified as either isochronous or nonisochronous.  
An isochronous pattern involves a series of elements that are all separated by the same 
IOI.  A nonisochronous pattern is simply any pattern that is not isochronous.  Metrical 
levels are said to be either isochronous or nonisochronous depending on the pattern they 
contain, and levels are correspondingly designated as I levels or NI levels.  Likewise, 
meters are called isochronous—they are I meters—if all of their levels are isochronous, 
and otherwise deemed nonisochronous—they are NI meters.  NI meters are also known as 
asymmetric meters, meters with unequal beats, complex meters, and irregular meters.  
Basic meters in Western music (i.e. those indicated by time signatures such as 2/4, 3/4, 
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36 See for example Jones, “Attending to Musical Events” and London, Hearing in Time. 
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4/4, 6/8, etc.) tend to have I levels.  NI meters, on the other hand, appear with greater 
frequency beginning in the later nineteenth century and even more frequently in the 
twentieth century. 
 
2.2 RHYTHM, METER, GROUPING, ACCENT, AND TEMPO  
 
2.2.1 Rhythm 
 
 The term rhythm can be understood broadly to refer to all temporal aspects of 
music.  When used in this manner, it encompasses concepts such as duration, rate, tempo, 
pattern, motive, grouping, and also meter.37  The word rhythm is also used more narrowly 
to refer to the timings and durations of surface-level musical events, or to the timings and 
durations of a specific series of events (e.g., “this rhythm”).  This latter meaning is the 
one that is used in this paper, although the term surface rhythm is also used to emphasize 
this distinction. 
One of the ways in which we find meaning in music is by recognizing (or 
imagining) various temporal structures that organize music, including its surface as well 
as higher-level events and processes.  Meter is one such potentially deep-reaching, 
temporal musical structure.  Since it is similar in many ways to another structural 
phenomenon called grouping, or rhythmic grouping,38 it is important to distinguish 
between the two. 
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37 Berry, Structural Functions, 305. 
38 The words “group” and “grouping” has been used previously in this paper to describe 
the relationship of a given metrical level with an immediately higher one.  They are now 
used to describe a different structural aspect of music, which is also frequently referred to 
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2.2.2 Rhythmic Grouping 
 
Rhythmic grouping is a hierarchical structural phenomenon in music that involves 
the partitioning of consecutive elements into collections that are “close,” often in a 
temporal sense, or in some other musical sense involving factors like pitch, dynamics, 
articulation and slurring, etc.  This structural phenomenon also favors groupings that 
create symmetry, agree with patterns and parallel structure, and preserve any sense of 
harmonic stability.39  The elements of the lowest level of grouping structure are the 
events on the musical surface.  The elements on the next higher level in the structure are 
groups of these surface-level events, while the events on the next higher level yet are 
groups of these groups, and so on.40  Each element in a rhythmic grouping level belongs 
to at least one group on the next higher level.  Although it is not the norm, groups 
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as “rhythmic group” or “rhythmic grouping” in order to differentiate it from the meaning 
related to metrical structure.  The potential for confusion is unfortunate, but I have chose 
to stick with the terminology in order to maintain consistency with previously developed 
and widely accepted theories.  This distinction between meter and rhythmic grouping was 
very clearly developed in Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, and then further 
refined in Kramer, Time of Music (see especially chapter 4).  Cooper and Meyer’s book, 
The Rhythmic Structure of Music, was an earlier study that focused largely on rhythmic 
grouping alone (see Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard B. Meyer, The Rhythmic Structure of 
Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960).  Berry, Structural Functions offers 
the interesting argument that meter is one of several relational phenomena in music (see 
especially p. 319-324) and he uses the term “grouping” in a much broader sense to 
represent all of these phenomena.  I prefer to use the term grouping in the narrower 
fashion of Lerdahl and Jackendoff and of Kramer. 
39 The factors by which rhythmic groups are created on various levels are described in 
detail in Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, 43-52, and Kramer, Time of Music, 
111. 
40 Thus, in rhythmic grouping structure, the elements in a given level (besides the very 
lowest one) are the groups from the next lower level.  This is in contrast to metrical 
structure in which the elements in a given level only define the groups in the next lower 
level—recall that each element corresponds to the initial accent in a group from the next 
lower level. 
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sometimes overlap and elements can thus belong to two consecutive groups in the same 
level.  In everyday musical terms, a rhythmic group might be a note, “motive, phrase, 
phrase pair, period section, or movement”41 depending on which level it happens to 
belong to.  Since the elements in rhythmic grouping structure are musical events and 
groupings of these events, they have both onset times and durations.42  Example 2.2 
shows the opening of the third movement of Beethoven’s Sonata No. 8, Op. 13 
(“Pathétique”).  In this example, the rhythmic grouping structure is indicated with a set of 
nested slurs43 while the metrical structure is indicated with a hierarchically arranged set 
of dots, as usual. 
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41 Kramer, Time of Music, 86. 
42 Whereas the elements in metrical structure are durationless. 
43 This analysis comes from Kramer, Time of Music, 105. 
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2.2.3 Types of Accent 
 
The distinction between metrical and rhythmic grouping structures parallels, and 
is dependent on, the distinction between three types of accent.  An accent, as Cooper and 
Meyer very elegantly put it, “is a stimulus (in a series of stimuli) which is marked for 
consciousness in some way.”44  Accents can be achieved using a wide variety of musical 
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44 Cooper and Meyer, Rhythmic Structure, 8. 
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means, but they are also experienced in three categorically different ways: as stress 
accents, grouping accents, or metric accents.45  Stress accents, also called “phenomenal 
accents,”46 can be created by musical details such as dynamics, articulation, durational 
details, orchestrational weight, harmonic changes, or register.  To a certain degree, all 
articulated note onsets create stress accents.  Stress accents are not directly associated 
with any hierarchic musical structures. 
A grouping accent,47 as Kramer puts it, “is a point of stability.  It is (one of) the 
focus(es) of a rhythmic group.”  A grouping accent may lie anywhere in a rhythmic 
group—it “may be a point of initiation or arrival or neither.”48  A rhythmic group may 
have more than one grouping accent.  Rhythmic groups frequently have a grouping 
accent towards the beginning and another near the end.  As grouping accents are by 
definitions “points of stability,” they frequently correspond with harmonic cadences.49  
Grouping accents “are attributes but not determinants of groups.”50  The boundaries of 
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45 Again, Lerdahl and Jackendoff (Generative Theory, 17) and Kramer (Time of Music, 
86-87) both clearly define this distinction. 
46 Kramer, Time of Music uses “stress accent” (see p. 86) and Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 
Generative Theory uses “phenomenal accent” (see p. 17). 
47 Lerdahl and Jackendoff call these “structural accents” (Generative Theory, 17), a 
designation that Kramer rightly criticizes as ignoring the fact that metric accents can be 
characterized as structural also (Generative Theory, 414 (note 22)).  Kramer instead calls 
these “rhythmic accents” (Time of Music, 86), a term I have chosen not to use, as meter is 
part of rhythm in the broader sense of the word.  Thus, I’ve settled on “grouping accent,” 
which emphasizes the connection with rhythmic grouping structure. 
48 Kramer, Time of Music, 86. 
49 Ibid., 91. 
50 Ibid., 111. 
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groups are determined as described previously in this section while the location of 
grouping accents are determined within the context of the group. 
Metric accents, on the other hand are the determinants of groups in metrical 
structure.51  As was stated previously, the elements in a given metrical level are grouped 
according to the location of metric accents.  A metric accent is always “a point of 
initiation.”52  A discussion of the criteria that lead to the existence of metric accents is left 
for Section 2.3. 
 
2.2.4 Tempo 
 
Tempo is another important part of rhythm in the broader sense.  Tempo has at 
least three meanings.  First, there is what Berry calls “activity-tempo,” which is our sense 
of “the eventfulness of music (degree to which the temporal continuity and flow are filled 
with articulate impulses or related silences).”  This sense of tempo represents our sense of 
the density or “information content” of music.  More “eventful” music is generally 
perceived as having a faster activity-tempo than less “eventful” music. 53  In ametrical 
music (music that is not perceived to have meter), this is the primary perceptual sense of 
tempo.  In metrical music, there is a second sense of tempo, which Berry calls “pulse-
tempo,” that involves the speed of regular or semi-regular temporal patterns, particularly 
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51 The word “group” is used now in the earlier sense of the word, as an aspect of metrical 
structure. 
52 Kramer, Time of Music, 86. 
53 Berry, Structural Functions, 305. 
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the speed of the beat-level elements in meter.54  Metrical music that has relatively short 
beats is considered to have a fast pulse-tempo, while music with slower beats has a 
slower tempo.  There is also a third meaning of the word tempo that is conceptual in 
nature rather than perceptual.  This meaning, which I call notation-tempo, refers to the 
assignment of a specific absolute time value to a specific musical note value.  
Notation-tempo is involved implicitly in metronome markings.55  Note that notation-
tempo and pulse-tempo are not equivalent concepts.  Example 2.3A and 2.3B illustrate 
this issue.  Here we see two different notational representations with equivalent metrical 
structures, the first written in 12/8 time (Example 2.3A) and the second in 4/4 with 
eighth-note triplets (Example 2.3B).  When the metronome markings are taken into 
account, we see that the rates of corresponding metrical elements are equal between the 
two examples.  Thus, the tempos are equal in the sense of pulse-tempo,56 but since 
different notated durations are equated with the same absolute time value on the beat-
level, the notation-tempo of the two passages is different.  Of the three facets of tempo, 
pulse-tempo has the biggest influence on the structure of perceived meter.  This is one of 
the subjects to be addressed in the following section. 
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54 Berry calls this “pulse-tempo.”  See Structural Functions, 305. 
55 A metronome marking such as quarter note = 120 bpm, for example, implies that the 
quarter note occurs 120 times per minute, which in turn implies that the quarter note is 
equivalent to 500 ms of absolute time. 
56 And also in the sense of “activity-tempo” given that the audible information content of 
would be identical. 
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2.3 THE ANALYSIS OF METER 
 
 The purpose of this section is to discuss what factors might go into the analysis of 
meter.  As such, it deals with the connection between musical events and metrical 
structure.  The determination of metrical structure, whether analytically or perceptually, 
is a complex task involving (1) a “thinning out” of some musical events, (2) interpolating 
and extrapolating structure where it is not apparent, and (3) anticipating what is to come57 
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57 The anticipation of meter is by itself a many-dimensional task.  It involves the 
anticipation caused by entrainment with the metrical structure that one is hearing or has 
just heard, which is based in the perceptual present and short-term memory.  It also 
involves the anticipation based on long-term memory, which may be bring into play 
memories of earlier sections or movements of the same piece or of other pieces that are, 
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and (4) reconciling this anticipation with what actually occurs.  I describe in this section 
some of the guidelines I believe are relevant when attempting to undertake this complex 
task. 
 
2.3.1 Perceptual Research and Music Analysis 
 
There is an increasing amount of music theoretical writing on meter and a 
growing body of psychological research as well.  While the psychological research is 
informative and should be of great interest to theorists, composers, and musicians in 
general, it is my opinion that it must be applied to the analysis of music carefully and 
critically.  The first reason is that much of the research in the perception of rhythm and 
meter only deals with quasi-musical materials.  In an attempt to achieve valid empirical 
results, researchers have sometimes used highly simplified and abstracted musical 
materials that may not be telling us everything about the perception of actual music.  
Poudrier makes a similar criticism about the body of psychological research, and also 
adds that it is surely difficult to separate out the influence of “innate constraints” from the 
peculiarities of “the participants and [their] cultural context.”58  This point becomes 
increasingly important when we deal with music from less pervasive genres, such as 
early, modern and contemporary concert art music (or perhaps concert art music in 
general), and also when dealing with uncommon compositional techniques such 
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or become, associated with the current musical experience.  Berry writes about this issue, 
which he calls “preconditioning,” in Structural Functions (see especially p. 372-376). 
58 Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 33-34. 
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polymeter.  Might different results not be achieved by testing subjects who were more 
familiar with certain genres and techniques? 
 Research on music psychology has made valuable contributions towards the 
understanding of the cognitive and perceptual processes of meter perception.  It seems, 
however, that its perspective is weighted heavily towards the perception of meter within 
an unfamiliar musical context.  I say “unfamiliar” not just in the “generic” sense 
discussed in the previous paragraph, but also in the sense of “specific” unfamiliarity.  
When using specially constructed music for a psychological study, researchers are 
exposing subjects to specific musical materials with which they are unfamiliar.  Much 
research on meter perception seems pre-occupied with how a listener comes to 
understand or extract the meter of an unfamiliar piece of music.  It is equally valid to ask 
how a listener who is both specifically and generically familiar with a particular piece of 
music understands its meter when they hear or imagine the piece.59  In this sense, one 
should be concerned with a metrical interpretation that is closer to an abstract or idealized 
one, but is still probably within the realm of possible perception.  I am inclined to limit 
the use of psychological research only to cases where they are relevant to this type of 
pursuit. 
This difference in intention—studying a listener’s reaction to unfamiliar music 
rather than his or her reaction to familiar music—seems to me to be one of the crucial 
differences between music psychology and music theory.  Indeed, it is Lerdahl and 
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59 Poudrier agrees, saying that rhythmically complex music (including much of the music 
of Elliott Carter) "calls for a better understanding not only of what can be perceived by 
the average listener but what can become perceivable by a listener/performer/analyst with 
specialized skills."  See Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 33. 
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Jackendoff’s opinion that the goal of music theory is to create “a formal description of 
the musical intuitions of a listener who is experienced in a musical idiom.”60  The 
remainder of this section is my attempt to briefly describe the kinds of intuitions that a 
generically and specifically experienced listener has when experiencing musical meter.  
The listener should generically be experienced with the types of music I have included as 
examples in this paper, namely concert art music, rock, and jazz, as well as the specific 
pieces included.  These intuitions are by no means all mine—they come from various 
musical theoretical studies and a few works of music psychology—but I take 
responsibility for the characterization this experienced listener’s intuitions.  If one 
disagrees with the particular intuitions I am about to describe, I remind the reader that the 
theory of polymeter which follows in subsequent chapters is not necessarily contingent 
on the materials that follow immediately, but only on the what was discussed previously 
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
 
2.3.2 The Establishment of Metrical Structure: Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s “Metrical 
Preference Rules” 
 
Understanding how metrical structure is determined depends on an understanding 
of how metrical elements are established and also on the mutually interdependent 
existence of metrical groups and accents.  I use Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s “Metrical 
Preference Rules” (and Kramer’s commentary on them)61 as a starting point for a 
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60 Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, 1. 
61 Ibid, 74-96, 101.  See also Kramer, Time of Music, 108-110. 
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discussion of this issue.  I aim to provide a general sense of the many factors involved in 
determining metrical structure, and none of the tendencies described in the following 
paragraphs should be understood to overshadow any of the others. 
There are a few remarks to be made about the relationship between stress accents 
and metrical accents.  First, within the context of a given metrical level, elements that 
coincide with stress accents tend to be metrically accented as well.  Second, and more 
fundamentally, elements on a particular level that happen to coincide with actual note 
onsets (recalling that note onsets tend to generate at least a weak sense of stress accent) 
tend to be metrically accented within that level.  Deviation from this tendency is referred 
to as syncopation (see Sub-Section 3.2.1).  While stress accents can influence the 
perception of metric accents, it should be emphasized that these are two categorically 
different types of accent.  Stress accents are heard while metric accents are felt. 
The relationship between metrical structure and rhythmic grouping structure can 
vary widely.  Kramer explains that the two are “quasi-independent structures that 
function in different ways.”62  It is not uncommon, however, for there to be some sense of 
correspondence between metrical groups and rhythmic groups of similar scope.  When 
both such groups have similar lengths, they often line up exactly or perhaps slightly out 
of phase.  This is a result of the preference that “[a] metrically accented note [and hence 
the beginning of a metrical group] should be heard early within a rhythmic group, if 
possible.”63 
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62 Kramer, Time of Music, 87. 
63 Ibid., 108. 
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 Metric accents frequently coincide with “[e]vents that are more stable and more 
structurally significant.”64  In a similar manner, points of cadence strongly tend to be 
interpreted as “metrically stable”—“the cadence is decisive in settling on a preferred 
metric structure” and the surrounding material tends to be interpreted in this context.65  
Since grouping accents often correspond with moments of stability or cadence, there is 
some likelihood of correspondence between grouping accents and some sort of metric 
accent, generally at the beat level or higher.  Metric accents at the beat level and higher 
also tend to “coincide with the inception of relatively long pitches (whether literally 
present or structurally implied, durations of dynamic levels, slurs, patterns of articulation, 
or structural harmonies.”66 
There is also a general principle that repeated or parallel instances of the same 
musical pattern tend to support a consistent metrical interpretation.67  It stands to reason 
that this applies not just to patterns in pitch but to patterns involving other musical 
parameters such as rhythm, texture, instrumentation, dynamics, articulation, and tempo as 
well. 
Lerdahl and Jackendoff state that “a suspension is [typically] on a stronger beat 
than its resolution.”68  They also assert that bass voices have a tendency (relative to other 
voices) towards alignment with stronger beats.  These two rules are more biased towards 
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64 Ibid., 109. 
65 Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, 88-89. 
66 Kramer, Time of Music, 109. 
67 As with all of these assertions, it should be emphasized that they are tendencies and not 
rules. 
68 Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative Theory, 89. 
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tonal idioms than most of the others, especially the rule regarding suspensions (although 
tonal music is admittedly the primary target of their book). 
 Lerdahl and Jackendoff (and other theorists as well) have suggested general 
constraints on the structure of metrical groups.  They express two (admittedly 
idiomatically oriented)69 constraints with which I disagree.  First, they argue that all 
metrical groups may only contain either two or three elements70 and by extension, that 
metrical elements may only be subdivided into twos and threes.  While I believe that 
there is a tendency for this type of interpretation, I argue against the existence of a 
constraint.71  Within the context of this particular tendency, then, I also include their 
preference of binary-derived structures over ternary-derived structures.  Secondly, they 
argue that (within certain musical idioms) all metrical levels at the beat level and 
“immediately larger” must be isochronous, thereby prohibiting the use of most NI meters 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
69 That is, oriented towards “classical Western tonal music.”  Ibid., 96-99. 
70 See Metrical Well-Formedness Rule 3.  Ibid., 69. 
71 Music psychological research indicates that durational proportions in small-integer 
ratios such as 1:1 and 2:1, and also 3:1 (which can be created by structures based on 
grouping into twos or threes), are processed with greater ease (Eric F. Clarke, “Rhythm 
and Timing in Music,” in The Psychology of Music, 2nd. ed., ed. Diana Deutsch (New 
York: Academic Press, 1999), 473-500; and Mari Riess Jones, “Learning and the 
Development of Expectancies: An Interactionist Approach,” Psychomusicology 9, no. 2 
(1990): 192-228) and are reproduced with more accuracy (Peter J. Essens, “Hierarchical 
Organization of Temporal Patterns,” Perception & Psychophysics 40, no. 2 (1986): 69-
73).  Monahan also found that structures based on primes higher than 3 were unlikely to 
lead to coherent meters (Caroline B. Monahan, “Parallels Between Pitch and Time and 
How They Go Together,” in Psychology and Music: The Understanding of Melody and 
Rhythm, ed. Thomas J. Tighe and W. Jay Dowling (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, 1993), 121-154).  I take all of this as evidence that a wide variety of subjects 
may have a tendency to hear metrical structures that are based on twos and threes, and 
that there may be an innate tendency in all listeners to do so.  But I strongly believe that 
musicians and other listeners may be trained into increased facility with other types of 
structures. 
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in metrical interpretation.  This constraint must clearly be abandoned when dealing with 
music falling into the genres exemplified in this paper. 
 
2.3.3 The Question of Low-Level Isochronicity in Metrical Structures 
 
When proposing his own set of metrical "well-formedness constraints,"72 London 
proceeds from research on perceptual and cognitive limits and tendencies rather than 
from the observed characteristics of any specific musical genre.  He indicates the 
existence of a constant, isochronous lowest metrical level called the N-cycle, which 
provides the basic temporal grid upon which all higher levels of metrical structure are 
built.73  This notion of an N-cycle, however, when combined with the widely accepted 
lower limit on the duration of metrical subdivisions of approximately 100 ms,74 is hard 
for me accept as an absolute constraint, especially in the context of music that employs a 
wide variety of subdivision values.  Example 2.4 illustrates a simple passage with an 
accompanying metrical analysis that should call into question the rigidity of the N-cycle 
hypothesis.  The hypothetical N-cycle that is required by the particular metrical 
interpretation in this example is included in the figure.  If we assume that the sixteenth-
note quintuplets and eighth-note triplets are metrically significant, this implies the 
existence of an N-cycle consisting of 40-ms IOIs (which is very far below the established 
100-ms lower limit for metrical subdivisions).  Otherwise, we must accept that the 
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72 See London, Hearing in Time, in particular 72-73. 
73 Ibid., especially p. 68-69, 72-73. 
74 For a discussion of this well-established psychological constraint, see London, Hearing 
in Time, 27, 72. 
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N-cycle changes from sixteenth-note quintuplets to eighth-note triplets—in other words, 
that the N-cycle is only locally isochronous.  The N-cycle is certainly useful as a 
conceptual tool for describing many or most metrical structures, or at least the way in 
which listeners are likely to process them.  But I choose not to accept the N-cycle 
hypothesis as an absolute constraint. 
 
 
 
 While I argue against the N-cycle as an absolute constraint, I do not reject the 
strong tendency for the lowest subdivision level, and for subdivision levels in general, to 
be locally isochronous.  This is a notion that Lerdahl and Jackendoff include in one of 
their well-formedness rules,75 which explains that all subdivision levels should be 
isochronous between accented elements.  I would revise this to propose that there is a 
strong tendency for the lowest subdivision level to be isochronous between accented 
elements. 
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75 Metrical Well-Formedness Rule 4 (revised).  See Lerdahl and Jackendoff, Generative 
Theory, 72. 
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2.3.4 Time Signatures, Meter, and Hyper-Meter 
 
 Something that has been notably (and intentionally) absent from this discussion of 
meter is time signatures.  A time signature is in effect a set of instructions that tells the 
performer what kind of metrical structure should be generated internally while 
performing the piece and in many or most cases is an indication of (part of) the metrical 
structure conceived of by the composer.76  But there is no guarantee that the metrical 
structure indicated by the time signature will be heard by the listener77—music is often 
metrically vague, ambiguous or confusing.  There is some psychological research, 
however, which shows that the small, systematic timing variations found in 
performances78 help convey metrical structure (and rhythmic grouping structure).79  To 
the extent to which this is the case, it becomes more likely that the notated meter is 
communicated accurately by the performer to the listener.80  Thus, looking at time 
signatures seems to be a good starting point for metrical analysis, although a careful 
examination of the musical content is always necessary. 
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76 But in some cases, the indicated time signature does not correspond to the meter as 
originally conceived by the composer. 
77 For discussions of this issue, see Joel Lester, “Notated and Heard Meter,” Perspectives 
of New Music 24 (1985-86): 116-28; and Berry, Structural Functions, 324-326, among 
others. 
78 For example, in a typical performance of a Viennese-style waltz. 
79 See London, Hearing in Time, particularly Chapter 9.  See also Edward W. Large and 
Caroline Palmer, “Perceiving Temporal Regularity in Music,” Cognitive Science 26 
(2002): 1-37. 
80 This is of course dependent on the performer using the notated meter as their 
attentional model rather than another meter that is felt to be more convenient, 
appropriate, or comfortable. 
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Additionally, the scope of meter is thought by many authors to extend beyond 
what is normally defined by a time signature.  Most time signatures only define three 
metrical levels: the beat level along with one subdivision level and one grouping level.  
But in practice, there may be a few additional subdivision levels and several, or even 
many, additional grouping levels.81,82  Metrical structure that exceeds the boundaries of 
the measure is often called hypermeter.  But as London points out, if we accept that the 
scope of meter is greater than the measure, “there is no essential distinction to be made 
between meter and so-called hypermeter.”83  Another implication is that there is no real 
difference between so-called “complex” meters (a.k.a. “additive” meters, “meters with 
unequal beats,” or “asymmetrical” meters) and changing meters (meters described by 
changing time signatures; a.k.a. “multimeter”).  Thus, if the scope of meter is rather large, 
the time signature offers at best an incomplete accounting of a piece’s metrical structure. 
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81 In this case, the notated measure may correspond with the first grouping level or with a 
higher grouping level, with lower grouping levels operating below the scope of the 
measure.  A meter described by a 4/4 time signature may, for example, involve grouping 
of quarter notes into half-note length pairs, and then a secondary grouping of these into 
measure-length pairs. 
82 Research in music perception tends to disagree.  Some research suggests that there may 
be a temporal ceiling for perceivable metrical structure (for example, the 5-6 s ceiling 
mentioned in London, Hearing in Time, 27).  Other research suggests that there may be 
an overall limit on the number of perceivable grouping levels (Monahan, “Parallels 
Between Pitch and Time,” 138.)  My own opinion is that higher levels of meter are 
sometimes perceivable, but when they are, they are likely to be perceived in a 
qualitatively different way than lower levels.  As Kramer points out, perception of meter 
on higher levels likely involves long-term memory rather than short-term memory, “but 
that is no reason to deny its existence” (Hearing in Time, 444 (note 70)). 
83 London, Hearing in Time, 19. 
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2.3.5 Pulse-Tempo and Meter 
 
 Pulse-tempo, which as described earlier corresponds to the rate of beats, is an 
important consideration in the analysis of meter.  Research in music psychology tells that 
us there is a specific range of rates in which we are more likely to perceive beat-level 
elements, with an area of “maximal pulse salience” around a pulse-tempo of 100 bpm 
(e.g. an IOI of 600 ms) in which we are the most likely to perceive beats.84  Thus, when 
all other factors are equal, it makes sense to choose a beat level that fits this tendency. 
 
2.3.6 The Regularity of Meter 
 
It was stated before that meter is dynamic, but at the same time tends to involve 
some sort of regularity.  It is dynamic because music is dynamic.  As a result, metrical 
structure can and does frequently change (in some genres and pieces more than others, of 
course).  Metrical levels can come and go, the structure of grouping and subdivision 
relationships may vary, and the durations of individual metrical elements within levels 
can change as well.  But despite the dynamic nature of meter, it does not exist without 
some sense of regularity.  It hinges on patterns, and thus on some sort of recurrence.  
London elegantly summarizes the role of meter in the balance between musical change 
and regularity when he says that “[m]eter provides a way of capturing the changing 
aspects of our musical environment as patterns of temporal invariance.”85 
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84 Ibid., 31. 
85 Ibid., 5.  Note that “temporal invariance” should be thought of here not just as related 
to invariance in absolute time, as with isochronous patterns, but also in the sense of 
groups with the same number of elements (or subdivision by the same number of 
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 Irregularity in meter is exemplified by nonisochronous levels and by irregular 
grouping and subdivision patterns (i.e. to groups with varying numbers of elements and 
to subdivision into varying numbers of elements).  The metrical structure of most pieces 
involves irregularity at some level, if only on relatively high (formal-scale) levels or 
when subdivision patterns change.  “Irregular” should not be equated with “unusual,” as 
irregularity frequently stems from common musical procedures such as extension, 
contraction and elision.86  On the other hand, even pieces with the most irregular metrical 
structures generally involve regularity in some manner, whether in the brief, local 
regularity of subdivision patterns, or in the isochronous groupings created when 
nonisochronous metrical patterns are repeated.  There is a continuum going from extreme 
metrical regularity through extreme metrical irregularity and beyond to the ametrical: 
music that is whose content is too complex, vague, and/or ambiguous to offer a 
perceivable metrical structure. 
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elements), even when involving elements with a nonisochronous series of IOIs.  See also 
See also Kramer, Time of Music, 99, 102. 
86 Kramer, Time of Music, 102-107. 
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CHAPTER 3: POLYMETER 
 
I have attempted in the previous chapter to create a thorough picture of the 
structure of meter as well as the basic tendencies through which it relates to the musical 
surface.  In this chapter I define polymeter and then go on to disambiguate it from a series 
of related concepts with which it is often conflated.  This is followed by a brief 
discussion of research on the perception of polymeter. 
 
3.1 DEFINING POLYMETER 
 
3.1.1 Polymeter Defined 
 
 Polymeter describes music that “gives rise to” two or more compelling metrical 
structures simultaneously that are not fully coincident.87  It is often the result of an 
ambiguous metrical context.  A particular polymetrical configuration is referred to as a 
polymeter or a polymetrical structure, while the specific metrical structures involved are 
called component metrical structures or component meters.88  Two metrical structures are 
fully coincident when they are identical in structure and coincide completely in time, 
level-by-level and element-by-element.  Two metrical structures are non-fully coincident 
whenever they are not fully coincident—in other words, when they have the same 
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87 This definition is an adaption from Poudrier.  She writes that polymetrical structures 
“give rise to non-synchronous metrical projections” (Poudrier, “General Theory of 
Polymeter,” v). 
88 And sometimes simply metrical structures or meters depending on the context. 
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structure but disagree temporally, or have different structures altogether.  In a similar 
manner, individual metrical levels can be compared and deemed fully coincident or not. 
 
3.1.2 Monophonic and Polyphonic Polymeter 
 
There are two fundamental ways in which polymeter occurs when considered 
from the standpoint of texture.  The first case, called monophonic polymeter,89 happens 
when a monophonic texture gives rise to two or more metrical structures at the same 
time.90  Example 3.1 illustrates a musical passage that demonstrates this phenomenon 
(one metrical structure is notated above the staff with the other structure notated below).91  
The second case, polyphonic polymeter, involves the simultaneous existence of two or 
more separate rhythmic streams that give rise to multiple metrical structures that are not 
fully coincident.  Example 3.2 is provided as an example of polyphonic polymeter. 
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89 This term comes from Talya Berger and Jonathan Berger, “Monophonic Polymeter,” in 
Proceedings of the Conference on Interdisciplinary Musicology (CIM04) Held in Graz, 
Austria, 15-18 April, 2004, ed. R. Parncutt, A. Kessler, and F. Zimmer.  http://gewi.uni–
graz.at/~cim04/.  April 2, 2002. 
90 Some authors implicitly exclude the possibility of monophonic polymeter in their 
definitions.  Lester, for example, writes that polymeter happens when “different parts in a 
musical texture are in different meters” (see Lester, Analytical Approaches, 21).  
Williams writes that polymeter “occurs in polyphonic textures where each layer has its 
own metric structure” (Theories and Analyses, 111).  But metric ambiguity, and thus 
polymeter as well, often occurs in monophonic music. 
91 This type of notation (the illustration of two simultaneous meters using separate but 
coordinated dot notation graphs) is also found in Folio, “Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz 
Solos.”  Folio also combines the dot notation for two meters into a single graph of the 
“resultant rhythm.”  It is my opinion that separating the notation of the two metrical 
structures is more useful as it allows one to easily distinguish between the two and also 
visually highlights their opposition. 
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3.1.3 Polymeter and Notation: Explicit and Implicit Polymeter 
 
Polymeter is not dependent on music notation;92 it can be experienced through 
listening alone.  In the context of written music, however, we can differentiate between 
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92 This is a well-accepted viewpoint, but some authors disagree.  Kostka and Payne, for 
instance, define polymeter as “the notation of two or more meters at once” (Tonal 
Harmony, 525).  Similarly, Read writes, “we are concerned here with the symbological 
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two types of polymeter on the basis of notation.  When polymeter involves the 
corresponding notation of independent meters, generally through the notation of 
independent time signatures and/or independent barlines, we call it explicit polymeter.  
Example 3.3 illustrates such a situation.  Sometimes the notation of polymeter involves 
the use of independent notation-tempos, as in Example 3.4.  When polymeter (in written 
music) does not involve the notation of independent meters, it is called implicit 
polymeter
93
 (which is illustrated in Examples 3.1 and 3.294). 
 
3.1.4 Other Ways of Characterizing Polymeter 
 
We can also revisit the previous examples and examine their particular 
polymetrical structure by comparing pairs of corresponding metrical levels to see 
precisely where full coincidence is compromised.  In Example 3.1, we find isochronous B 
levels that proceed at different rates and are thus not fully coincident.  The subdivision 
and grouping levels, in contrast, are fully coincident.  In Example 3.2, on the other hand, 
the B levels and S1 levels are fully coincident while the grouping levels are out of phase 
and thus not fully coincident.  Example 3.3 exemplifies B levels that have a different sort 
of disagreement arising from the nonisochronicity of the B level in the meter of the viola 
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techniques of simultaneous time signatures, more usually referred to as polymeters.”  See 
Gardner Read, Modern Rhythmic Notation (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
1978), 123. 
93 The terms “explicit” and “implicit” come from Read, Modern Rhythmic Notation, 138 
and 123. 
94 In Example 2, the beam that crosses the barline between the first and second measure 
in the left hand is certainly a hint that polymeter is involved, but this would be considered 
an implicit rather than explicit notation of polymeter. 
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and cello.  The disagreements on the grouping levels arise in part from this.  Lastly, 
Example 3.4 involves component meters that are isochronous on most levels—S1, B, and 
G1—and where disagreements on these levels is due to the use of independent tempos.95  
Chapter 4 deals in greater depth with the types of relationships that can exist between the 
corresponding levels in polymetrical structures.  It suffices at this point in time to point to 
a situation in which polymeter is a result of disagreement of subdivisions alone.  Example 
3.5 demonstrates music in which the only meter-to-meter disagreement involves the S1 
level.96 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
95 The G2 levels are nonisochronous in both meters, and disagreement on this level is due 
to a combination of nonisochronicity on this level and the disagreement on the G1 level. 
96 If the existence of higher-order grouping levels are accepted, then one may posit that a 
strict canon, such as the Canon A 4 from Bach’s Musical Offering, might demonstrate 
polymeter that manifests itself as disagreement only on higher grouping levels.  Other 
authors have discussed polymeter in the context of canon and musical imitation.  See 
Berry’s discussion of Josquin’s De profundis (Structural Functions, 366-368) and Read’s 
discussion of discussion of Webern’s Second Cantata, Op. 31 (Read, Modern Rhythmic 
Notation, 149-150). 
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3.1.5 Uncoordinated Polymeter 
 
 Polymeter often involves strict temporal coordination between component meters, 
as in the previous six examples.  In other cases, the temporal relationship between 
component meters is more open to interpretation during performance.  An example of this 
situation is Steve Reich’s Piano Phase.  This piece is well known for its use of 
continuous phasing performed by two pianists.  The pianists play identical material—a 
repeated series of twelve sixteenth notes—but periodically, “the second performer 
gradually increases his or her tempo very slightly and begins to move very slowly ahead 
of the first until after about 4 to 16 repeats, he or she is one sixteenth note ahead.”97  
During this process of continuous phasing, the texture could be understood as 
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97 Steve Reich, Piano Phase, (London: Universal Edition, 1980). 
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polymetrical, at least from a structural standpoint.98  During these episodes, each pianist 
can be thought of as playing in an independent meter such that the corresponding levels 
between the two meters are all (at least temporarily) unsynchronized.  When the phasing 
episodes end, the sixteenth notes are once again synchronized (although there may be 
some disagreement on other metrical levels depending on their interpretation).  However, 
the polymeter that occurs during the phasing process is only partially coordinated, and is 
not entirely predetermined by the composer since the score only provides a range of 
repetitions during which the process should occur.99 
Rituel: In Memoriam Bruno Maderna by Pierre Boulez is a work that involves 
even more loosely coordinated polymeter.  During the even-numbered sections of the 
piece, Boulez indicates that the various instrumental groups should be internally 
synchronized, but “should not attempt to synchronize with each other.”  Instead, “[t]he 
conductor gives each group the cue to start and thereafter each continues to play, 
unconducted, independently of the other groups,”100 but at a specified tempo.  The order 
and interval of group entrances is left for the conductor to decide.  Since the material 
written for each instrumental group is strongly metrical,101 and since the instrumental 
groups perform in a temporally uncoordinated manner, there is a strong likelihood that 
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98 It is perhaps unlikely that it would be perceived as polymetrical by a listener, but could 
be explained to be polymetrical nonetheless. 
99 This is variously 4-16X, 6-18X, and 16-32X.  See Reich, Piano Phase. 
100 Pierre Boulez, Rituel: In Memoriam Bruno Maderna, (London: Universal Edition, 
1975). 
101 The various instrumental groups have very clear B levels at least, but other metrical 
levels could be inferred or imagined. 
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any given performance would sound polymetrical.  The exact structure of the polymeter 
would be impossible to predict, however, because of the indeterminate factors involved. 
An even more unpredictable sort of potential for polymeter belongs to music that 
involves the indeterminate notation of individual rhythmic values, through proportional 
notation, for example.  To the extent that a proportionally notated piece sounds metrical 
(if even by accident) there is also a possibility that it sounds polymetrical.  There is 
absolutely no way to predict such an outcome by looking at a score, and no way to 
analyze what sort of polymetrical structure could arise.  And attempting to do so would 
most likely run counter to the intentions of the composer.102  But it is conceivable that a 
listener could meaningfully experience polymeter during a performance of such a piece. 
 
3.2 DISAMBIGUATING POLYMETER FROM RELATED CONCEPTS 
 
 Now that I have explained what polymeter is, it is time to discuss what it is not.  
There is often great confusion between terms such as cross-rhythm, polyrhythm, 
polytempo, syncopation, and polymeter.  What follows is an attempt to clarify and relate 
these concepts in order to alleviate this confusion and further define the idea of 
polymeter. 
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102 Read posits that in some (unspecific) cases the intent may be there anyway.  He 
writes, “A significant case might be established that certain aleatoric and nonmetrical 
expressions of current avant-gardists are in reality only differently notated instances of 
hypercomplex polyrhythmic designs and so are not, as might be reasonably assumed, 
durational schemata purposely antimetrical in intent” (Modern Rhythmic Notation, 173). 
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3.2.1 Syncopation 
 
 Syncopation should be understood as any combination of surface rhythm, stress 
accents, and/or rhythmic grouping accents that conflict with a particular meter.  Thus, 
syncopation is defined in the context of meter and involves rhythmic-metric conflict.  
Syncopation can involve a wide variety of conflicts, but these are generalized as any 
configuration that emphasizes timepoints that are metrically relatively unaccented at the 
expense of timepoints that are relatively accented.103  Syncopation is generally found to 
oppose the accentual structure of meter at the beat level or lower and often manifests 
itself by resembling a displacement (i.e. a temporal shift) of the IOI pattern(s) of one (or 
more) levels of the prevailing metrical structure.104  Syncopation is by no means a 
temporary or brief phenomenon and can occur for extended periods of time.105 
While syncopation may involve rhythm (in the narrow sense of the word), stress 
accents, and rhythmic grouping accents, it does not directly involve metrical structure or 
metric accents.  As a result, syncopation does not involve the creation of opposing metric 
accents and thus does not by definition create polymeter.  Syncopation and polymeter 
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103 Syncopation is “the rhythmic contradiction of a metrical pattern of strong and weak 
beats” (Miguel A. Roig-Francolí, Harmony in Context (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003), 
33). 
104 “Syncopation may also be created by a constant stratum of motion that is displaced 
from an established metric scheme” (Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm, 113). 
105 The Harvard Dictionary of Music indicates that syncopation is “[a] momentary 
contradiction of the prevailing meter or pulse.” (Don Michael Randel, ed., 
“Syncopation,” The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 4th ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2003), 861).  Duration should not be considered to be a characteristic 
that distinguishes syncopation from polymeter, however.  The presence of conflicting 
metric accents is the true distinguishing feature. 
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operate in separate accentual domains.106  Consequently, polymeter is not a sub-category 
of syncopation, nor is syncopation a necessary or sufficient condition for the creation of 
polymeter.  However, when polymeter is perceived or thought to occur, it is quite 
common for syncopation to occur simultaneously.  In other words, the rhythm-to-meter 
disagreement manifest in syncopation is likely to also correspond to a parallel meter-to-
meter disagreement generating polymeter. 
 
3.2.2 Cross-Rhythm 
 
 The term “cross-rhythm” is used in various ways and needs significant 
clarification.  It must be emphasized first and foremost that cross-rhythm is not 
synonymous with either polymeter107 or polyrhythm108 (which is defined subsequently).  
Instead, cross-rhythm is defined as the relationship between two largely non-coinciding 
rhythms.  As such, it is essentially a rhythm-to-rhythm version of syncopation.  The idea 
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106 As Berry writes, “syncopation is not an independent metric manifestation, as in 
polymeter” (Structural Functions, 373).  Syncopation does not even necessarily involve 
metrical ambiguity, although Yeston suggests this is the case when he writes that 
syncopation results when “either of the constituent levels of motion creating the 
dissonance may easily be the principal metric indicator” (Yeston, Stratification of 
Musical Rhythm, 109). 
107 Friedson, for example, equates “cross-rhythm” with “polymeter.”  See Steven M. 
Friedson, Remains of Ritual: Northern Gods in a Southern Land (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009), 113, 139.  Although cross-rhythm is often encountered in the 
presence of polymeter, it is fundamentally different. 
108 Arom also makes the point that “cross-rhythm” is not synonymous with 
“polyrhythm.”  See Simha Arom, African Polyphony and Polyrhythm: Musical Structure 
and Methodology, translated by Martin Thom, Barbara Tuckett, and Raymond Boyd 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 205.  The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 
in contrast, lists “cross-rhythm” as a synonym for “polyrhythm.”  See Don Michael 
Randel, ed., “Polyrhythm” The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 4th ed. (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2003), 669. 
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is more abstractly applicable, however, as one can think of “rhythm” as any kind of 
temporal sequence.  Thus, we can speak of a cross-rhythm between metrical levels or 
between two independent sets of rhythmic grouping accents.  Although cross-rhythm is 
not defined as a rhythm-to-meter relationship, it is clear that the presence of a cross-
rhythm between surface-level rhythms likely indicates syncopation (at least in metrical 
music).  Similarly, although cross-rhythm is not synonymous with polymeter, polymeter 
(meter-to-meter disagreement) is generally accompanied by cross-rhythm (rhythm-to-
rhythm disagreement). 
Cross-rhythm can involve various kinds of rhythm-to-rhythm relationships 
including, but not limited to, (1) the simultaneous existence of a rhythm and a temporally 
displaced version of itself, (2) interlocking relationships, and (3) and complex 
proportional relationships between two essentially isochronous rhythms.  This latter case 
is exemplified by non-reducible proportional relationships of the form x:y where x and y 
are positive integers such that neither x nor y is a simple integral multiple of the other (i.e. 
x ! n * y and y ! n * x for all integers n).  I will refer to this specific type of cross-rhythm 
(one that is often considered to be the only type of cross-rhythm) as an X:Y cross-rhythm.  
In particular, hemiola is a 3:2 cross-rhythm. 
 
3.2.3 Polyrhythm 
 
 The usage of the word polyrhythm is almost hopelessly confused.  Some authors 
offer definitions that are far too narrow, using polyrhythm strictly to refer to X:Y 
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cross-rhythms.109  Many other definitions are far too broad and/or vague.110  In some 
cases, authors equate polyrhythm with polymeter.111 
I believe it is more useful to define polyrhythm in a precise way that does not 
overlap with the other terms defined thus far, namely polymeter, cross-rhythm, and 
syncopation.  Thus, I define polyrhythm to refer to music that generates two or more 
conflicting rhythmic grouping structures simultaneously.112  Polyrhythm should also be 
understood to be the rhythmic component of musical polyphony.113  It should be 
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109 Most music psychologists use this narrow meaning.  Handel and Oshinsky, for 
example, define polyrhythm as “the simultaneous presentation of two conflicting pulse 
trains...[where] [e]ach pulse train is isochronous and unchanging, and there is a common 
point at which the elements o each pulse train coincide” (Stephen Handel and James S. 
Oshinsky, “The Meter of Syncopated Auditory Polyrhythms,” Perception and 
Psychophysics 30 (1981): 2).  London writes that polyrhythm involves “any two or more 
separate rhythmic streams in the musical texture whose periodicities are noninteger 
multiples” (Hearing in Time, 49).  This is also appears to be the “vernacular” meaning of 
polyrhythm. 
110 Simms, for example, writes that polyrhythm is “the simultaneous use of two or more 
distinct modes of rhythmic-metric organization” (Bryan R. Simms, Music of the 
Twentieth Century: Style and Structure, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: Schirmer, 1996), 87).  
See also Creston, who defines polyrhythm as “the simultaneous use of two or more 
structures or configurations of a structure” (Paul Creston, Principles of Rhythm 
(Melville, NY: Belwin Mills, 1964), 146).  Agawu writes that, “[p]olyrhythm is generally 
understood as the simultaneous use of two or more contrasting rhythms in a musical 
texture” (Kofi Agawu, Representing African Music: Postcolonial Notes, Queries, 
Positions (New York: Routledge, 2003), 80). 
111 See, for example, Cynthia Folio, “An Analysis of Polyrhythm in Selected Improvised 
Jazz Solos,” in Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz Since 1945: Essays and Analytical 
Studies, ed. Elizabeth West Marvin and Richard Hermann (Rochester, NY: University of 
Rochester Press, 1995), 103-133; Randel, “Polyrhythm,” The Harvard Dictionary of 
Music, 669-670; and Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony With an 
Introduction to Twentieth-Century Music (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000), 525. 
112 This is in agreement with Kramer, who writes that polyrhythm is “the simultaneous 
existence of different rhythmic groups in different voices” (Time of Music, 112). 
113 This idea comes from Arom (African Polyphony, 37-39, 205). 
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understood that small differences in surface rhythm do not necessarily generate 
conflicting grouping structures114 and thus polyrhythm is not ubiquitous.  But according 
to this definition, polyrhythm is far from exotic, and indeed, quite prevalent.  With 
polyrhythm defined as involving multiple conflicting rhythmic grouping structures, it is 
clear that it is not directly related to polymeter in any way.  At the same time, however, 
music that is polymetrical is very likely to be polyrhythmic as well because of the parallel 
factors by which rhythmic grouping structure and metrical structure come into being. 
 
3.2.4 Rhythmic and Metric Dissonance 
 
 Another concept that must be defined in relation to polymeter is rhythmic (or 
metrical) dissonance as well as its companion, rhythmic (or metrical) consonance.  The 
idea of rhythm consonance and dissonance originated with Seeger’s article, “On 
Dissonant Counterpoint.”115  The idea was later developed in Yeston’s book, The 
Stratification of Musical Rhythm.116  It was then picked up again by Krebs,117 who chose 
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114 As an example, consider the simultaneous use of both an elaborate version and a 
simple version of the same melody.  Such a situation would not generate conflicting 
rhythmic grouping structures. 
115 Charles Seeger, “On Dissonant Counterpoint,” Modern Music 7, no. 4 (June-July 
1930):  25-26. 
116 Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm. 
117 See Harald Krebs, “Metrical Consonance and Dissonance” and Fantasy Pieces: 
Metrical Dissonance in the Music of Robert Schumann (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1999). 
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to refer to it as “metrical” consonance and dissonance, and by Cohn,118 who followed this 
new nomenclature. 
As described by Yeston, “[m]eter is defined as a relationship between two 
different strata of equal-valued [isochronous] motion that are consonant to each other,”119 
where consonance implies that one of the two “strata” (or levels) is an integral multiple 
of the other.120  Rhythmic dissonance occurs when there are two levels such that neither 
is an integral multiple of the other.  According to Yeston’s theory, when rhythmic 
dissonance occurs and two conceivable metrical interpretations result, one is usually 
“more structurally significant”121 than the other.  In this case, syncopation results.  But 
Yeston seems to suggest that when the two metrical possibilities are of equal strength, 
there is an absence of meter.122  Thus, it would probably be wrong to equate “rhythmic 
dissonance,” as theorized by Yeston, with polymeter and be better to equate it with 
syncopation in some cases and with ametricity in others. 
 As this idea (now renamed metrical dissonance) is developed by Krebs and Cohn, 
however, it begins to seem more appropriate to associate it with polymeter.  When Krebs 
writes, for example, that meter is “the union of all layers of motion...active within [a 
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118 Richard L. Cohn, “The Dramatization of Hypermetric Conflicts in the Scherzo of 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony,” 19th-Century Music 15, no. 3 (Spring 1992): 188-206; 
and “Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance.” 
119 Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm, 151. 
120 Ibid., 78. 
121 Ibid., 152. 
122 Ibid., 152. 
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work],”123 it seems that the level-to-level disagreements he discusses must be 
polymetrical in nature and not simply rhythm-to-meter phenomena.  When Cohn 
describes Krebs’ work (before beginning the exposition of his own contributions), he 
indicates that metrical dissonance involves “conflicting meters [which] are explicitly 
present during a single temporal span” [italics mine].124 
There are at least two details, however, that distinguish their writing about 
metrical dissonance from what I am calling polymeter.  First, both Krebs and Cohn use 
language which suggests that metrical dissonance is a phenomenon internal to a single 
structure rather than an external conflict between separate structures.  This is evidenced 
by Krebs’ definition of meter that I quoted earlier, and also by Cohn’s characterization 
(in his second article) of metrical dissonance as happening within a unified structure, 
which calls a P-set.125  The writing of these authors does not always express this idea 
(metrical dissonance as an internal phenomenon in a single structure) in a completely 
definitive manner, and Krebs’ writing in particular seems to vacillate on this issue.126  
Secondly, Krebs in particular discusses the idea of dissonance not just between 
simultaneous metrical levels (“direct metrical dissonance”), but also between successive 
meters (“indirect metrical dissonance”).127  He suggests that when metrical structure 
changes, there is a brief period of cognitive dissonance created by the conflict between 
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123 Krebs, Fantasy Pieces, 23. 
124 Cohn, “Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance,” 2. 
125 Ibid., especially p. 5-14. 
126 He makes the distinction, for example, between “metrical” and “antimetrical” layers 
(see Krebs, Fantasy Pieces, 31, 33-34, 57). 
127 See for example Krebs, “Metrical Consonance and Dissonance,” 105. 
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our mental continuation of the previous structure and the new metrical structure.  This 
notion of indirect metrical dissonance is compelling and seems consistent with theories of 
rhythmic and metrical perception, but I have chosen not to adapt it for my theory of 
polymeter.128  Thus, to the extent to which these two ideas—the internality of metrical 
dissonance and the existence of indirect metrical conflict—are characteristic of the theory 
of metrical dissonance, it is useful to refer to metrical dissonance as something distinct 
from polymeter. 
 
3.2.5 Rhythmic and Metric Displacement 
 
 The term metric (or rhythmic) displacement must also be disambiguated from 
polymeter.  This term is found for example in Roig-Francolí’s book, Understanding Post-
Tonal Music, in the context of certain passages from music by Bartók and Stravinsky.129  
In each of these excerpts, he points out misalignments between repetitions of a melodic 
figure and the notated meter, such that the beginning of the melodic figure occurs at 
various points in the measure throughout the passage.  Since this involves the 
displacement of musical material to various metrical locations, he refers to this kind of 
process as metric displacement.  These examples of metric displacement involve 
disagreement between melodic/rhythmic patterns (and most likely rhythmic grouping 
structure) and meter.  While it is not unlikely for such displacements to result in 
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128 As I have stated before, I am more concerned with musical structure as understood by 
a listener who is familiar with the music than I am with musical structure as experienced 
by a listener struggling to understand unfamiliar music. 
129 Miguel A. Roig-Francolí, Understanding Post-Tonal Music (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 2007), 248-251. 
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polymeter, they should be considered to be distinct and identifiable phenomena in their 
own right. 
 Waters130 and Larson131 use the terms metric displacement and rhythmic 
displacement respectively to refer to a different, broader set of temporal relationships.  
This set involves disagreement between “an implied grouping or accent structure that 
conflicts with the underlying metrical structure.”132  As such, this definition is broad 
enough to include both syncopation (rhythm-to-meter disagreement) and polymeter 
(meter-to-meter disagreement). 
The set of relationships included under the umbrella of “metric displacement” as 
defined by Larson includes free metric displacement in the sense developed by Roig-
Francolí (above), as well “accentual shift,” which “presents the same meter at different 
times”133 (where “same” should be understood as designating identical metrical structure 
as well as actual temporal values).  It also includes what both authors call “polymeter,” 
which focuses on disagreements between either corresponding G levels or between 
corresponding B levels, and also various combinations of all of the above techniques.  
While I am certainly not opposed to defining a term that encompasses such a variety of 
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130 Keith Waters, “Blurring the Barline: Metric Displacement in the Piano Solos of 
Herbie Hancock,” Annual Review of Jazz Studies 8 (1996): 19-37. 
131 Steve Larson, “Rhythmic Displacement in the Music of Bill Evans,” in Structure and 
Meaning in Tonal Music: Festschrift in Honor of Carl Schachter, ed. L. Poundie Burstein 
and David Gagné, Harmonologia Series No. 12 (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2006), 
103-122. 
132 Ibid., 103. 
133 Ibid., 104. 
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relationships,134 I strongly believe that the word “displacement” has specific 
connotations135 that make it inappropriate for such a use. 
 
3.2.6 Polytempo 
 
Polytempo is the final term that must be disambiguated and then defined in 
relation to polymeter.  On the one hand, polytempo is often used to describe polymeter 
that involves B levels that are not fully coincident.136  On the other hand, polytempo may 
refer to the use of independently notated tempos (i.e. the independent assignment of real 
temporal values to specific musical durations).137  In a great many cases, music that is 
called polytempic involves both of these situations.138  But these two uses of the word 
involve completely separate ideas that correspond to two different meanings of the word 
tempo (see Section 2.2).  As such, I propose a distinction in terminology.  The first 
case—which involves B levels that are not fully coincident and thus involves independent 
pulse-tempos—will be referred to as polytactus (adj. polytactic).  In contrast, the second 
case—which involves the independent assignment of real temporal values to specific 
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134 Polymeter as I am defining it is such a term, although is limited to meter-to-meter 
relationships. 
135 Namely, it suggests that two (or more) temporal structures share some corresponding 
feature (or set of features) and that these features are not temporally coincident. 
136 See Folio, “Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz Solos,” 106. 
137 See John Greschak, “Polytempo Music: An Annotated Bibliography,” online, personal 
website, http://www.greschak.com/polytempo/ptbib.htm, July 14, 2010.  Greschak 
suggests the same kind of distinction as I am making here. 
138 Consider, for example, many of Nancarrow’s Studies for Player Piano, including no. 
19, 31, 35, and 36. 
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musical durations and thus involves the independent use of notation-tempo—should 
continue to be called polytempo (adj. polytempic).  Examples 3.6A and 3.6B demonstrate 
that these are in fact independent concepts, and also independent compositional practices.  
Example 3.6A demonstrates polytactic music that is not written polytempically.  In this 
excerpt, the violoncello establishes a B level consists of elements spaced every dotted 
eighth note, while the viola eventually settles into a B level that involves beats spaced 
five sixteenth notes apart.  But both staves share a common correspondence between 
actual time and notated musical events, in other words, a common notation tempo (which 
is dotted eighth note = MM 140).  Conversely, Example 3.6B shows polytempic writing 
that is not polytactic.  There are two metrical structures in the piece—involving those 
staves written in 6/8 and another involving those in 2/4.  The B levels for both of these 
structures, however, are fully coincident (i.e. synchronized), however, and thus the pulse-
tempo is identical.  The 6/8 staves correlate the dotted quarter note with the B level while 
the 2/4 staves correlate the B level with regular quarter notes, thus creating independent 
notation tempos.  Hence, the example demonstrates polytempic writing that is not 
polytactic.139 
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139 In fact, it is arguable that 3.7B is not polymetrical (although 3.7A is).  American 
Debate, despite being notated in different time signatures simultaneously, is essentially 
antiphonal.  In that light, it thus presents changing meters (or “multimeter”) instead of 
polymeter (i.e. multiple simultaneous meters). 
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3.3 POLYMETER: PERCEPTION AND ANALYSIS 
 
3.3.1 A Critique of Perceptual Research Involving Polymeter and Cross-Rhythm 
 
 From the perspective of many music psychologists, meter is a kind of “figure-
ground” attentional behavior through which listeners interpret temporal event-pattern in 
music.  When meter is defined in this matter, the logical conclusion is that polymeter is 
(psychologically) impossible as there can only be one perceptual frame.140  Psychological 
research on meter perception involving musical stimuli that could otherwise be 
characterized as polymetrical (from a music-theoretical standpoint) has essentially been 
limited to the study of what I am calling X:Y cross-rhythms—pairs of isochronous “pulse 
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140 See London, Hearing in Time, 49-50, 58, 83-85, 88. 
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trains” in rational but non-integral proportions that coincide temporally at a predictable 
period.  Within these limited constraints, psychologists have determined that perceived 
meter tends to fit one of two models.  The listener either (1) focuses on one of the pulse 
trains, generating meter from it and treating the other pulse stream as “noise” (at least 
from a metrical perspective), or (2) integrates both pulse trains into a composite meter 
(one in which the periodic points of coincidence are likely predominant points of 
focus).141 
 I hesitate to accept the results of this research unconditionally.  I agree with 
Monahan when she writes that: 
The conclusion to be drawn is that when we measure Western listeners’ response 
to metrically ambiguous patterns we are measuring their familiarity with nested 
metrical time patterns and their lack of experience with polyrhythmic or modal 
time organization.  The need for cross-cultural studies of temporal pattern 
perception and temporal pattern learning experiments is obvious.142 
 
But I would also add that in addition to more cross-cultural studies per se, we need more 
studies that involve highly skilled listeners that are experienced in a wide variety of 
musical genres.  My personal interest in musical perception lies not so much in asking, 
“What is perceptually normative?” but rather in asking, “What is perceptually 
possible?”143  Furthermore, psychological studies seem to focus only on conscious 
perception rather than on both conscious and unconscious perception.  Given what we 
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141 See London, Hearing in Time, 50, for a discussion of this research.  See also Stephen 
Handel and Gregory R. Lawson, “The Contextual Nature of Rhythmic Interpretation,” 
Perception & Psychophysics 34, no. 2 (1983): 103-120. 
142 Monahan, “Parallels Between Pitch and Time,” 143. 
143 I am not alone in asking this question.  Friedson writes that, he is “not convinced that 
Ewes and other Africans cannot do this [i.e. “hear two metrical patterns at the same 
time”]” (Remains of Ritual, 143). 
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know about the limits of consciousness,144 it seems possible that a certain amount of 
unconscious perception is happening that is not part of our attentional processes (i.e. our 
consciousness).  There is no reason to believe that this unconscious perception is not 
influencing our musical experience.145 
Furthermore, although these psychological studies are quite valuable, it should be 
clear that the overall psychological attitude towards polymeter is irreconcilable with 
compositional practice and intention.146  This disagreement, of course, stems from the 
psychological viewpoint on meter, which considers meter to be a strictly mental 
phenomenon.  If one views meter instead as a characteristic of music—as something with 
a phenomenological existence apart from the domain perception—then it is clear that 
polymeter can (and does) exist.  In this case, we must make the distinction between 
(poly)meter and the perception of (poly)meter.147  And within the realm of perception 
itself, I believe we should make a distinction between “metrical hearing” (or 
“attunement”) and “hearing meter(s).”  In the former case, we are consciously and fully 
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144 For two accessible but empirically grounded discussions of the limits of 
consciousness, see Tor Nørretranders, The User Illusion: Cutting Consciousness Down to 
Size, translated by Jonathan Sydenham (New York: Penguin Books, 1998); and Guy 
Claxton, Hare Brain, Tortoise Mind: How Intelligence Increases When You Think Less 
(New York: HarperCollins, 1999). 
145 Even if we cannot attend consciously in two meters simultaneously, I see no reason to 
believe that we cannot unconsciously track two metrical structures simultaneously. 
146 Western composers have written polymetric music (off and on) for hundreds of years. 
147 One could argue that psychologists do not actually study meter but rather study the 
perception of meter.  Kramer implies such a distinction in a section titled, “The Analysis 
of Music vs. the Analysis of Hearing,” in The Time of Music, 328-330. 
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attuned to a single metrical structure, and in the latter case we are aware in a more 
general sense of the passage of one or more metrical structures.148 
 
3.3.2 Polymetric Music and Metrical Entrainment 
 
 I have defined polymeter to be “music that ‘gives rise to’ two or more compelling 
metrical structures simultaneously that are not fully coincident.”  Thus, polymeter can be 
associated with ideas like “metric malleability”—“the property that many melodic or 
rhythmic patterns may be heard in more than one metric context”—and metric 
ambiguity.149  This definition should not, however, be understood to depend on the ability 
of a person to simultaneously entrain their perception to multiple metrical structures (i.e. 
to “attune” to more than one metrical structure at the same time).  It simply indicates that 
the musical surface generates multiple metrical structures.  These structures can be heard 
(in the more general sense) simultaneously or “attuned” to individually. 
 When we experience polymeter by attuning to a single metrical structure, it 
happens in one of two ways: through the integration of multiple metrical structures into a 
single metrical structure, or through a “polarization” process in which one metrical 
structure dominates over the other(s) and becomes an attentional frame.150  It must be 
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148 Poudrier’s unique research on the perception of polymeter provides examples of 
subject responses that demonstrate the ability to follow multiple simultaneous metrical 
streams.  See Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” for example p. 327. 
149 See London, Hearing in Time, 79, 79-86. 
150 This is indicated in the psychological research on meter perception involving X:Y 
cross-rhythms that was described above.  Poudrier also provides an updated take on these 
categories (and suggests a third category—see below).  See Poudrier, “General Theory of 
Polymeter,” particularly p. v, 105. 
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emphasized, however, that our entrainment pattern may vary from one listening to 
another.  Furthermore, a listener may also shift their entrainment from one metrical 
structure to another during a single listening.151  Performers also execute such feats of 
perceptual acrobatics during metric modulations (aka “tempo modulations), found 
especially in the music of Elliott Carter.  The ability of a performer to shift rapidly and 
accurately from one metric entrainment to another must be dependent on some means of 
tracking both metric structures simultaneously, which suggests that the experience of 
polymeter must involve a wider range of perceptual possibilities. 
As Poudrier indicates, there is indeed another broad possibility for the perceptual 
experience of polymeter.  In this case, which she calls a “balanced polymetric structure,” 
“two or more concurrent pulse streams achieve metrical significance.”152  It is imaginable 
that this type of perceptual mode might find a listener paying attention to a wide variety 
of cross-meter relationships.  First, a listener might be generally aware of points of 
agreement and disagreement between two or more meters.  Secondly, a listener may 
notice the ebb and flow of two meters that come in and out of phase with one another.  
Poudrier considers this possibility with respect to the perception of X:Y cross-rhythms 
that involve slower tempos: 
While a long-range polyrhythm might not be perceivable as a numerical entity, it 
is hypothesized that the listener will hear (or feel) the tension produced by the 
out-of-phase cycles and will become increasingly aware of the cycles moving 
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151 London, for example, discusses both of these possibilities.  See Hearing in Time, 50, 
88.  This second possibility is discussed by both Folio (“Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz 
Solos,” 110) and Friedson (who calls this “crossing”; see Remains of Ritual, 139). 
152 Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 105. 
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toward and away from each other, and that these convergence and divergence 
phases will provide a sense of expectation.153 
 
Thirdly, a listener may have an awareness of the similarities between multiple 
simultaneous metrical structures that are related by certain transformations, as in the 
awareness of how a diminution or augmentation relates to the original.  Lastly, in a very 
broad sense, a listener is certainly affected, as Folio writes, by “the varying degree of 
tension created by all these complexities.”154  Thus, the experience of polymeter is 
potentially quite varied and rich. 
 
3.3.3 Factors Influencing the Perception of Polymetric Music 
 
 Before moving on to the next chapter, which attempts to categorize the wide 
variety of relationships between component metrical structures, I will comment briefly on 
the question of predicting (an analyst’s or psychologist’s perspective), or controlling (a 
composer’s perspective), the type of perceptual mode that a particular polymetrical 
passage might evoke.  There are some likely factors that seem to help determine the 
choice between the unipolar attentional modes (Poudrier’s “polarized” and “integrated” 
types) and the multipolar mode (Poudrier’s “balanced” type).  London, for instance, 
points out that the use of contrasting timbres is useful when attempting to create distinct 
rhythmic layers.155  Another technique that can help create more easily distinguishable 
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153 Ibid., 71. 
154 Folio, “Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz Solos,” 111. 
155 London, Hearing in Time, 80. 
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metrical layers is the use of “character-patterns” (à la Carter).156  And in general, 
“polymeter is most readily perceptible [in a multipolar mode] when other musical 
elements such as register, articulations, dynamics and intervals are used to reinforce the 
independence of superimposed rhythmic layers.”157  Poudrier’s dissertation contains an 
interesting discussion of factors that influence which perceptual outcome is most 
likely.158  There is also a wealth of research on meter perception (involving X:Y cross-
rhythms) that attempts to determine how other musical factors (pitch interval, pulse train 
tempos, pulse train proportions, etc.) correlate with the use of an integrated or polarized 
attentional framework.159  These studies are very interesting from a psychological 
perspective and might also inspire composers to experiment musically with the aim of 
influencing listeners’ perceptual modes. 
 Lastly, it is necessary to discuss the relationship between polymetricity and 
ametricity.  There are many roads to ametricity, including extreme metrical complexity 
(in which metrical structure exhibits exceptional irregularity on one or more levels), 
extreme metrical vagueness (in which metrical structure is not clearly or sufficiently 
articulated, often due to a sparse or undifferentiated musical surface), and also the use of 
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156 To quote Schiff, this involves the “association of intervals, metronomic speeds, 
polyrhythms and rhythmic characters used to dramatize the musical personalities of 
instruments and instrumental groups and to make clear the stratification of texture.”  See 
David Schiff, The Music of Elliott Carter, revised 2nd ed. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1998), 36. 
157 Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter,” 154. 
158 Ibid.  See especially Chapter 3. 
159 Representative studies include Stephen Handel, “Using Polyrhythms to Study 
Rhythm,” Music Perception 1 (1984): 465-84; and Dirk Moelants and Leon Van 
Noorden, “The Influence of Pitch Interval on the Perception of Polyrhythms,” Music 
Perception 22, no. 3 (2005): 425-440. 
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a large number of non-fully coincident metrical structures.  When polymeter heads too far 
down any of these paths, metrical perception is likely to fail.160  In particular, since 
polymeter depends by definition on the existence (and conceivable perception) of two or 
more compelling component meters, it is clearly antithetical to ametricity.  Music that 
may be (poly)metrical to the performer(s) may simply be ametrical to a listener. 
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160 Read discusses this issue as well.  See Modern Rhythmic Notation, 173. 
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CHAPTER 4: A CLASSIFICATION OF POLYMETRICAL POSSIBILITIES 
 
 The goal of this chapter is to define a strict structural classification of musical 
polymeter.  This classification examines the relationships between corresponding 
metrical levels from component metrical structures.  It also studies the effect of the 
relationship at a given level on the relationships found at higher and lower levels.  The 
classification is intended to accommodate all conceivable meters and all conceivable 
polymetrical configurations so far as they involve specific temporal values and 
relationships.161 
It should be pointed out once again that this classification system (as well as the 
analytical tools that follow in Chapter 5) is aimed at polymetrical structures involving 
only two component meters.  The system is, however, adaptable to structures involving 
three or more component meters if they are to be compared in a pairwise manner. 
It is also worth mentioning that these tools for polymetrical analysis may be of 
limited use when applied to music featuring rhythmic layers that are irregular to the point 
of ametricity.  As discussed at the end of the previous chapter, music that is ametrical 
cannot be polymetrical, at least in any perceptually meaningful sense.  A score may 
involve explicitly or implicitly notated polymeter and be experienced (poly)metrically by 
performers.  But the music may in fact be ametrical from the perspective of the listener—
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161 As such, this classification does not deal with written music involving loosely or 
indeterminately coordinated polymeter as discussed in the previous chapter (e.g. Boulez, 
Rituel: In Memoriam Bruno Maderna; Ives, The Unanswered Question; etc.).  It would, 
however, handle transcriptions of specific performances of such music so long as they 
strictly indicated temporal values and relationships. 
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the notated metrical structure(s) might not be conveyed to the listener at all.162  An 
analysis based on this notated (poly)meter might provide interesting information about 
the structure of the piece, but this information might not go very far in helping us 
understand what we (can) actually hear in the piece with regards to meter.  Since this is a 
challenge related to metrical analysis generally speaking, and is not specific to 
polymetrical analysis, I argue that this does not actually indicate a shortcoming of the 
system presented in this dissertation. 
Rhythmically complex music that is more arguably metrical but whose metrical 
structure is highly irregular or changes rapidly, however, presents a potential challenge 
for the tools in this dissertation.  A small-scale analysis may uncover interesting details 
that are essentially transient because of the rapid metrical flux.  A larger-scale analysis 
might prove more fruitful, but also might conclude by simply identifying an 
undifferentiated or statistically uniform sort of polymeter.163  This is perhaps similar to 
the way in which integral serial music is sometimes described as uniform or static when 
examined on certain timescales.  Thus, it is expected that the tools in this dissertation will 
be most effectively deployed on music that involves relatively stable polymeter. 
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162 Indeed, the degree to which composers of such music actually intend to write music 
that is perceived of as "metrical" rather than "ametrical" would be an interesting question 
to investigate. 
163 In particular: (1) most metrical levels end up being nonisochronous or "non-periodic" 
when the temporal scope is large enough; (2) most pairs of metrical levels end up being 
"non-equivalent" when the scope is large enough; and (3) most pairs of metrical levels 
tend towards "strict coincidence" when the scope is large enough.  When component 
meters are unstable, the scope may not have to be very large for these tendencies to be 
fulfilled.  (See the remainder of this chapter for a discussion of these terms and other 
related terms.) 
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4.1 PREVIOUS WORK 
 
 Many authors have written about polymeter (or closely related topics), and several 
have described classifications of different types of polymeter.  Although this dissertation 
provides a structural classification of polymeter, it is first worth mentioning two authors 
that have done classification work of other kinds in the field of polymeter.  Read’s 
Modern Rhythmic Notation
164 contains a significant chapter on the notational issues of 
polymeter.  More recently, Poudrier’s dissertation, “Toward a General Theory of 
Polymeter: Polymetric Potential and Realization in Elliott Carter’s Solo and Chamber 
Instrumental Works After 1980,”165 has provided a classification of polymeter that is 
organized around perceptual categories. 
 
4.1.1 Maury Yeston, The Stratification of Musical Rhythm 
 
 Previous work on the structural classification of polymeter rests largely on 
Yeston’s 1976 book, The Stratification of Musical Rhythm;166 most of the works 
reviewed below are based directly or indirectly on his writing.  Yeston’s work discusses 
both conflicting rates of motion and misalignment between juxtaposed metrical levels, 
but does not cover the combination of these two possibilities—he only considers the use 
of non-aligned levels that involve equal rates.  Also, Yeston views non-aligned levels as 
consonant, thus outside of the realm of what might be called polymeter.  Other 
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164 See Chapter 5 of Read, Modern Rhythmic Notation, 123-173. 
165 Poudrier, “General Theory of Polymeter.” 
166 Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm. 
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shortcomings include a lack of coverage of both NI levels and of metrical subdivisions, 
and an unnecessary focus on metrical disagreements that only involve conflict on one 
metrical level.  The examples in this work suggest that it is targeted towards common 
practice music with a special interest in the work of Chopin, and this perhaps explains its 
limited scope.  This work has a very thorough theory of the composite patterns of X:Y 
cross-rhythms, however, and in any case remains a fundamental source for the study of 
polymeter. 
 
4.1.2 The Contributions of Harald Krebs and Richard L. Cohn 
 
 Krebs’ work on metric dissonance167 draws heavily on Yeston’s book and uses the 
same basic two-category model.168  Krebs extends the discussion somewhat by arguing 
that metric dissonance should be based on a more general sense of disagreement (lack of 
“alignment”) between metrical levels and thus considers non-aligned (i.e. displaced) 
metrical levels to be dissonant.  His work also includes a discussion of changing meter as 
a kind of implied (“indirect”) polymeter and a notion of metrical progression, along with 
a concise method of labeling level-to-level relationships and the identification of certain 
families of disagreements that share similar structures.169  But his work still exhibits most 
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167 Krebs, “Metrical Consonance and Dissonance,” and Krebs, Fantasy Pieces. 
168 Krebs also mentions that Hlawicka writes (separately) about these two categories in a 
pair of articles in Musikforschung that predate Yeston’s work.  See Karl Hlawicka, “Die 
Rhythmische Verwechslung,” Musikforschung 11 (1958): 33-49; and Karl Hlawicka, 
“Musikalischer Rhythmus und Metrum,” Musikforschung 24 (1971): 385-399. 
169 Krebs speaks about specific classes of dissonances which are related by augmentation 
and diminution, “inclusion,” “simplification,” and period length.  See Fantasy Pieces, 41-
45. 
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of the same shortcomings that Yeston’s does (no NI meters, neglect of subdivisions, 
focus on dissonance on a single level rather than on multiple levels simultaneously).  
Cohn’s work is in the same lineage of Yeston and Krebs and includes an elegant 
numerical method for describing meters, which allows for the quantification of the 
relative disagreement present in simultaneous metrical interpretations170 and is also useful 
in showing relatedness and drawing distinctions between different polymetrical 
configurations.  Cohn’s work is more limited in scope than Krebs’, however, as it does 
not cover displacement relationships between metrical levels and instead only focuses on 
differences of rate. 
 
4.1.3 Polymeter in Selected Studies of Jazz Music 
 
 Krebs’ work and Cohn’s work are also aimed towards music of the common 
practice (with an emphasis on William Schumann in the former case, and on Beethoven 
and Mozart in the latter), and this may also explain the rather limited spectrum of 
polymetrical possibilities accounted for.  The next line of authors, descending from 
Krebs, write with jazz music as their targets, and this probably accounts for the overall 
expansion of their framework relative to their predecessor’s.  Folio’s article, “An 
Analysis of Polyrhythm in Selected Improvised Jazz Solos,”171 studies the music of 
Thelonious Monk, Ornette Coleman, and Eric Dolphy.  Her framework is derived directly 
from Krebs’ but contains an additional overall type (along with rate disagreement and 
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170 See Cohn, “Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance.”  This aspect is examined in greater 
detail in Section 5.3 of this dissertation. 
171 Folio, “Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz Solos.” 
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level-to-level non-alignment): the use of independently fluctuating tempos.  Another 
innovation is the graphical representation of simultaneous metrical structures using dot 
notation, as I have also done (see Chapter 3).  Her framework does not draw any 
distinctions based on the use of NI meters or on the presence of metrical disagreement on 
multiple levels (although some of the examples in the article exhibit these traits). 
Waters’ article on metric displacement172 follows in the footsteps of Folio, and 
indicates the “need to refine taxonomy.”173  Waters’ main contribution involves 
distinguishing between two types of disagreement involving conflicting rates of motion, 
which he calls “’measure-preserving’ polymeter” and “’tactus-preserving’ polymeter.”  
While this distinction identifies what is preserved (i.e. at what level the meters are fully 
coincident), it fails to identify what is in conflict (i.e. which level or levels are not fully 
coincident) and also ignores the possibility of polymetrical configurations that “preserve” 
neither measure nor tactus, and is thus not the best way to classify different types of 
polymeter.  The main contribution of Larson,174 who builds off of Waters’ article, is to 
discuss the combination of conflicting rates of motion and differences of metrical 
alignment, although he fails to discuss this possibility with much generality, focusing 
instead on the rather idiosyncratic configurations that appear in the specific piece he is 
analyzing.175  Neither Larson nor Waters deal directly with metrical subdivisions. 
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172 Waters, “Blurring the Barline.” 
173 Ibid., 23. 
174 Larson, “Rhythmic Displacement in Bill Evans.” 
175 Larson looks only at “shift-shifting” and “shift-shifting that produces liquidation” in a 
Bill Evans improvisation on “All of You.”  I would actually argue that the examples he 
uses to illustrate these types of combination do not exhibit “accentual shift” as he argues, 
but only illustrate the simultaneous use of NI meters and a I meters where the two 
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4.1.4 Polymeter in Music Theory Textbooks 
 
 Clendinning and West Marvin’s The Musician’s Guide to Theory and Analysis176 
provides an example of a structural classification of polymeter in a pedagogical source 
(an undergraduate-level text book).  Five types of polymeter are presented, four of which 
demonstrate conflicting rates of movement177 while the other type involves identical but 
non-aligned metrical structures.178  It is not clear whether or not the authors intend to 
provide an exhaustive list, but nonetheless, they do not demonstrate all of the possible 
configurations that can be created with the types of level-to-level disagreements that they 
use.179  Williams’ classification in Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-Century180 is 
somewhat more limited than Clendinning and Marvin’s, especially in the view of the 
examples that he has selected—he does not include any examples that feature non-
alignment of metrical levels, for instance.  But he indicates specifically that “the 
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structures have conflicting grouping levels.  See “Rhythmic Displacement in Bill Evans,” 
104-105. 
176 Jane Piper Clendinning and Elizabeth West Marvin, The Musician’s Guide to Theory 
and Analysis (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2005). 
177 The authors refer to: type a—“Same beat unit but different measure lengths;” type c—
“Same beat unit but different beat divisions;” type d—“Same beat division but different 
beat unit;” and an unnamed type—“created by assigning different tempi to individual 
parts,” which presumably implies the use of different subdivision units, beat units, and 
measure lengths.  See Clendinning and West Marvin, Musician’s Guide, 702-704. 
178 See type b polymeter, Clendinning and West Marvin, Musician’s Guide, 702-703. 
179 In particular, they do not explicitly indicate the following possibilities: different 
subdivision units and measure lengths with the same beat unit; different beat divisions 
and measure lengths with the same subdivision unit; different beat units and subdivision 
units with the same measure length; and any kind of combination of non-alignment on 
one level with different rates on other levels. 
180 Williams, Theories and Analyses, 111-115. 
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variations on this idea are limited only by a composer’s imagination,”181 and it thus 
appears that his list is not intended to be exhaustive. 
 In summary, much of the previous writing on structural classification in 
polymeter is useful, and many of the works discussed have unique and intriguing aspects 
that are worthy of further examination.  But none of these works offers a classification 
with enough divisions to make the appropriate distinctions between all of the kinds of 
polymeter that have been used until now, particularly those which involve NI levels.  And 
none of the existing classifications are broad enough to describe all conceivable 
polymetrical possibilities, some of which are very structurally complex.  The 
classification framework that follows fulfills this need. 
 
4.2 A CLASSIFICATION OF POLYMETRICAL POSSIBILITIES: THE OVERALL 
METHOD 
 
4.2.1 Relationship Classes For Comparison of Metrical Levels 
 
 This classification aims to cover all conceivable polymetrical possibilities within 
the parameters it operates from.  It is not constructed, as many previous classifications 
seem to be constructed, by forming categories around existing musical examples.  
Instead, three classes of abstract relationships are identified that each defines a complete 
partitioning of possible configurations between metrical levels (see Section 4.3).  One 
class of relationships reflects how metrical levels relate or correspond in time 
(coincidence-based relationships), while the other two classes consider structural factors 
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181 Ibid., 111. 
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outside of time (equivalence-based and periodicity-based relationships).  These various 
relationships are compared to common musical contexts or concepts in order to illustrate 
them. 
The classification is constructed by considering all possible combinations of 
specific relationships from each class.  Although the relationship classes are initially 
treated as essentially conceptually independent, they in fact constrain one another.  A full 
investigation of their interdependencies indicates which of the abstract configurations are 
in fact impossible in practice and which are possible (see Section 4.4). 
 
4.2.2 Constructing a Classification Based on the Comparison of Corresponding Metrical 
Levels 
 
The basis of this classification is to classify polymetrical possibilities by 
independently considering the relationships of corresponding metrical levels in 
component metrical structures.  For example, it allows one to distinguish polymeters 
based on B-level-to-B-level relationships alone, and then to make further distinctions 
based on S1-level-to-S1-level distinctions, etc., as well as G1-level-to-G1-level 
distinctions, etc. (see Section 4.5). 
Since the classification only allows comparison based on corresponding levels, it 
does not directly handle the comparison of component meters with unequal overall 
numbers of levels, or with different numbers of subdivision levels and/or grouping levels.  
But the classification does allow for the comparison of metrical sub-structures that 
feature corresponding sets of levels.  Chapter 5, however, offers various analytical 
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techniques that do handle meters with non-corresponding distributions of levels, and 
which provide a different or more detailed viewpoint of polymetrical structure. 
 
4.2.3 Explanation of Figures and Examples in This Chapter 
 
This chapter defines a large number and variety of categories of polymetrical 
structures.  Because of this, I have been unable in many cases to locate existing musical 
passages to illustrate certain categories.  It is my opinion that the rarity or nonexistence of 
these configurations in the musical literature increases rather than decreases the 
relevance of this work.  The classification presented in this chapter shines a light into 
uncharted regions of the world of polymeter.  When I have been unable to find 
appropriate examples from the literature, I have created original music to demonstrate my 
ideas.  It is my hope that these newly composed examples make their own contribution in 
expanding our understanding of polymeter. 
Additionally, I believe that showing a musical example alongside a polymetrical 
analysis of the example has the potential to distract from the polymetrical structure, 
which is the focus of this work.  My intent is to compare subtleties in structure rather than 
in musical content.  So in some cases, for the sake of consistency and clarity, I have 
chosen to illustrate concepts and relationships using abstract dot notation alone, or first 
with dot notation alone and then with musical examples. 
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4.3 DEFINING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN METRICAL LEVELS 
 
4.3.1 The Use of Uninterpreted Metrical Levels 
 
 The metrical levels discussed throughout this section are treated as uninterpreted 
metrical levels, that is, as metrical levels whose accents are ignored.  Metrical accents are 
dependent on the relationship of a given metrical level to the next higher level in a 
metrical structure.  Thus, if one considers relationships that depend not just on the 
temporal structure of a given level, but also on the given level’s accentual structure, these 
relationships are in essence dependent on the next higher level in the metrical hierarchy 
as well as the given level.  I prefer instead to look at metrical relationships on a single 
level at a time in an effort to avoid redundancy, and I thus ignore metric accents.182 
 
4.3.2 The Window of Analysis 
 
 It is the goal of polymetrical analysis to indicate (whenever possible) what sorts 
of regular relationships exist between component meters.  Metrical structure, however, is 
almost always irregular in some scope or on some scale (large or small).  Because of this, 
it is important to select an appropriate (finite) temporal window that corresponds to and 
illuminates as much regularity as possible.  There is some flexibility when characterizing 
the relationship between component meters, particularly towards the boundaries of the 
temporal window.  Some relationships are simply suggested, but not incompletely 
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182 Consequently, the relationships that are described herein are applicable to any two 
rhythms (i.e. any pair of temporal sequences) as well. 
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realized, within a certain temporal window, but can often be considered to hold by 
implication. 
 
4.3.3 Formalized Definition of Metrical Levels 
 
 Metrical levels are defined and discussed in Chapter 2, but they can also be 
defined more formally as a series of metrical elements each occurring at a distinct 
timepoint.  The interonset interval (IOI) is the amount of time separating one metrical 
element and the next metrical element in the level and is more or less conceptually 
equivalent to the duration of the element.  Thus, a metrical level is precisely described by 
a series of timepoints (e.g. 0 ms, 500 ms, 1250 ms, 1750 ms, 2250 ms, 3000 ms), or by an 
initial timepoint (e.g. 0 ms) and a series of IOIs (500 ms, 750 ms, 500 ms, 500 ms, 750 
ms).  Such a series of IOIs—the IOIs between consecutive elements in the level—is 
referred to as the durational pattern of the level.  Figure 4.1 illustrates a metrical 
structure for which the timepoints and durational pattern are marked as I have just 
described.  As discussed in Chapter 2, the location of a specific metrical level within a 
metrical structure is denoted reflected in its labeling as a B-level, S1-level, S2-level, etc. 
or G1-level, G2-level, etc.  If we have a given metrical structure, X, the B-level is 
indicated by XB, the G-levels by XG1, XG2, etc., and the S-levels by XS1, XS2, etc.  
Similarly, an unspecified level, C (which could be B, S1, G1, or any other level), is 
indicated by XC. 
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4.3.4 Coincidence-Based Relationships 
 
 One way in which two metrical levels can be related is by the relative degree of 
temporal coincidence between their elements. 
Definition: One metrical level is defined to be embedded in another metrical level 
when each element in the first metrical level happens at the same time as (i.e. 
shares a timepoint with) an element in the other metrical level.183 
This embeddedness is symbolically indicated for two metrical levels XC (some level C of 
the metrical structure X) and YD (some level D of the metrical structure Y) by the 
expression XC ! YD, which signifies that XC is embedded in YD.
184  We know from 
Chapter 2 that a given metrical level is embedded in any and all lower metrical levels in 
the same metrical structure.  Thus, embeddedness is an essentially metrical relationship.  
But in spite of this fact, embeddedness is also a valid characterization for a certain kind 
of level-to-level relationship between component meters in a polymetrical texture.  A 
level from one metrical structure can be embedded in a level from another structure. 
########################################################
183 To reiterate, this relationship (and all others in this paper) is defined to hold within the 
context of a given temporal window. 
184 The idea of one level being embedded in another analogous to the mathematical 
notion of one set being a subset of another set, and this is where the symbol ! is 
borrowed from. 
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Embeddedness is one of several coincidence-based relationships that can exist 
between two metrical levels. 
Definition: A pair of levels is defined to be fully coincident when each element in 
the first level occurs at the same time as (i.e. shares a timepoint with) an element 
in the second level and vice versa. 
Put another way, two metrical levels are fully coincident when they are both embedded in 
each other.  The temporal structures of the two levels are in fact indistinguishable.185  We 
indicate full coincidence between two metrical levels XC and YD by the expression XC = 
YD. 
Definition: One level is strictly embedded in a second when it is embedded in the 
second but they are not fully coincident—the first is embedded in the second but 
not vice versa. 
The expression XC ! YD indicates that the level XC is strictly embedded in YD.
186  In this 
dissertation, the term “embedded” should generally be taken to mean “strictly 
embedded.” 
Definition: Two levels are coincident if there exists at least one element in the 
first metrical level that happens at the same time as an element in the second 
metrical level. 
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185 Their accentual structure may be completely different of course, but this is not 
reflected in the concept of embeddedness. 
186 Note that the symbol for embeddedness, ", is a combination of the symbol for strict 
embeddedness, !, and the symbol for full coincidence, =. 
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Thus, any two fully coincident metrical levels are also coincident, as is expected based on 
the nomenclature.  Similarly, any two levels related by (strict) embeddedness are also 
coincident. 
Definition: A pair of levels is strictly coincident if they are coincident but neither 
is (strictly) embedded in the other. 
This relationship is designated by the expression XC ! YD.
187  The term “coincidence” 
should generally be taken to indicate “strict coincidence” for the remainder of this 
dissertation. 
Definition: Lastly, a pair of levels is non-coincident when they are not coincident 
(which is to say that for every element in the first level, there are no elements in 
the second that share the same timepoint). 
In other words, there are no shared timepoints between the two levels.  This relationship 
is designated by the expression XC ! YD.
188 
Table 4.1 illustrates the classification of the class of coincidence-based 
relationships.  There is a special set of four of these relationships—non-coincidence (or 
!), (strict) coincidence (or !), (strict) embeddedness (or !), and full coincidence (or 
=)—that creates a logical partition of possible level-to-level configurations.  Any possible 
level-to-level configuration is described by one and only one of the relationships in this 
set.  This partitioning is represented by the bottom portion of the table.  Figures 4.2A 
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187 ! is the mathematical symbol for the intersection of two sets. 
188 ! is the mathematical symbol for the empty set (i.e. a set containing no elements).  
The mathematical expression X ! Y = ! indicates that the intersection of the two sets X 
and Y is the empty set (i.e. that the two sets share no common elements). 
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through 4.2D illustrate pairs of levels that are related by non-coincidence (!), strict 
coincidence (!), strict embeddedness (!), and full coincidence (=) respectively. 
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4.3.5 Equivalence-Based Relationships 
 
 Another overall class of level-to-level relationships is formed by the equivalence-
based relationships. 
Definition: Two metrical levels are defined to be durationally equivalent when 
they share the same durational pattern.189 
A durational pattern can be scaled by a given number n by multiplying each IOI in the 
pattern by n.190 
Definition: When one metrical level has a given durational pattern and another 
has the same pattern scaled by n, the two levels are defined to be proportionally 
equivalent. 
Definition: When the two levels are proportionally equivalent but not 
durationally equivalent (i.e. when the scaling factor n ! 1), the two levels are 
strictly proportionally equivalent. 
Definition: Two levels are proportionally non-equivalent, or simply non-
equivalent, when they are not proportionally equivalent (i.e. when there is no 
number n by which that the durational pattern of one level can be scaled to equal 
the durational pattern of the other). 
########################################################
189 To reiterate for a final time, this relationship (and all others in this dissertation) is 
considered to hold within the context of a given temporal window, but it admits a degree 
of uncertainty towards the beginning and/or end of this window. 
190 In other words, the durational pattern is transformed so that it occurs at a different 
tempo. 
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Figures 4.3A through 4.3C illustrate respectively: two levels that are non-equivalent; two 
levels that are (strictly) proportionally equivalent; and two levels that are durationally 
equivalent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It should be evident from Figure 4.3C, and from the above definitions, that two 
durationally equivalent levels may be temporally non-aligned (e.g. “out-of-phase”).   
Definition: When two metrical levels are durationally equivalent but are also 
temporally aligned, they are defined to be temporally equivalent. 
In other words, two levels are temporally equivalent when each element in one level 
coincides with an element in the other level and vice versa.  As such, temporal 
equivalence is the same thing as full coincidence (as described above), although the two 
are conceived of along different lines.  This dissertation uses these terms somewhat 
interchangeably, although the choice is dependent on the particular facet of this 
relationship that needs to be emphasized.   
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Definition: Finally, when two levels are durationally equivalent but not 
temporally equivalent, they are defined to be strictly durationally equivalent. 
Table 4.2 illustrates the classification of these equivalence-based relationships.  For the 
rest of this dissertation, “proportional equivalence” should be generally taken to mean 
“strict proportional equivalence” and “durational equivalence” should be taken to be 
mean “strict durational equivalence.”  As with the class of coincidence-based 
relationships, there is a special set of equivalence-based relationships that defines a 
complete partition of level-to-level configurations.  This is, again, represented by the 
bottom portion of the table.  The table also shows the appropriate symbolic 
representations for this partitioning subset of equivalence-based relationships: ! for non-
equivalence, ~P for (strict) proportional equivalence, ~D for (strict) durational 
equivalence, and ~T (or =) for temporal equivalence (or full coincidence).
191 
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191 Where ~ is the mathematical symbol for equivalence. 
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4.3.6 Periodicity-Based Relationships 
 
 Individual metrical levels can be characterized (individually, not in pairs) as either 
periodic or non-periodic.  A single level is defined as periodic when its durational pattern 
consists of a strictly repeating series of IOIs.  When this (periodic) durational series 
consists of a single repeated value, the level is isochronous (it is an I level).  When the 
durational pattern of a level is not made up of a strictly repeating series of IOIs, the level 
is defined to be non-periodic.  Although all I levels are clearly periodic, an NI level can 
be either periodic (NIP) or non-periodic (NIN).  Figures 4.4A through 4.4C illustrate in 
turn an I level, an NIP level, and an NIN level.  Table 4.3 demonstrates the relationships 
among these categories. 
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Since these categories apply only to individual levels, it should be noted that there 
are in fact six possible configurations of these categories for a given pair of levels.  There 
are three configurations in which both levels fall into the same category (I, NI periodic, 
or NI non-periodic) and three possible configurations in which the two levels belong to 
different categories (I vs. NI periodic; I vs. NI non-periodic; and NI periodic vs. NI non-
periodic).  These six configurations belong to a final class of between-meter relationships 
that I am calling the periodicity-based relationships.  The classification of this class is 
pictured in Table 4.4.  Note the six configurations that form a complete partition of level-
to-level possibilities as illustrated by the bottom portion of the table. 
 
 
4.3.7 Justification of Chosen Relationship Classes 
 
It may not be immediately evident why these three relationship classes have been 
chosen and defined for this classification system.  The first reason why I have chosen 
them is because they allow for the types of metrical structures that have been excluded 
from previous classification work, in particular those with NI levels.  First and foremost, 
the periodicity-based characterizations make the important distinction between 
isochronous levels and nonisochronous levels on the one hand, and more generally 
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between periodic levels (I and NIP) and non-periodic levels (NIN).
192  Additionally, 
equivalence-based relationships and coincidence-based relationships can be applied 
equally to isochronous and nonisochronous levels. 
The second reason why I have chosen these relationships for my classification is 
that, in addition to handling NI structures, they still manage to distinguish between the 
basic categories of (dual-I) polymeter that are identified in existing classifications.  
Dual-I configurations are often distinguished by the relationship of their levels’ IOIs.  In 
particular, a pair of I levels can have equal rates, or rates such that one is an integral 
multiple of the other, or their rates can be in some other rational (or irrational) ratio.  
Another common category of dual-I polymeter that is generally identified involves dual-I 
levels that are durationally equivalent and displaced from one another.  All of these 
common dual-I categories are identified by my system, through a combination of 
equivalence-based and coincidence-based relationships193 (see Section 4.5).  Thus, my 
relationship classes generate the common categories involved in existing classification 
systems.  But they also offer an even richer set of distinctions, more systematically 
address the issues of structural-relatedness and coincidence of levels, and together create 
a vastly improved system of classification. 
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192 The importance of this distinction between NIP and NIN will become clearer in Section 
4.5 when isochronous sub-structures are discussed. 
193 And, as dual-I categories, by definition involve a distinction from the class of 
periodicity-based relationships. 
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4.4 EXPLORING BETWEEN-LEVEL RELATIONSHIPS 
 
 The three previously defined classes of relationships—coincidence-based, 
equivalence-based, and periodicity-based—are independently conceived.  They represent 
three conceptually distinct ways to define the relationship between any two metrical 
levels.  Additionally, they each define a complete partition of all possible level-to-level 
configurations.  Each level-to-level configuration is characterized by exactly one specific 
relationship within each of the three classes.  These three classes can be thought of as 
defining a three-dimensional “space” that represents all conceivable level-to-level 
configurations.  The “location” of a given level-to-level configuration within this space is 
determined by the “values” in each dimension (i.e. by the specific relationship from each 
class). 
 
4.4.1 Interdependencies Between Coincidence-Based and Equivalence-Based 
Relationships 
 
 In practice, however, not all combinations of relationships from each of the three 
classes are possible.  In other words, there are some locations within the “space” that are 
unavailable.  The reason for this is that even though the three classes of relationships are 
independently conceived, they are not actually structurally independent.  Remember, for 
instance, that full coincidence implies temporal equivalence, and vice versa.  Table 4.5, 
which shows all possible combinations of coincidence-based relationships and 
equivalence-based relationships, illustrates this fact.  In this comparative table, the 
combinations that are rendered impossible by this interdependency are grayed out. 
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4.4.2 Interdependencies Involving Periodicity-Based Relationships and Other 
Relationship Classes 
 
 In order to illustrate relationship interdependencies involving periodicity-based 
relationships, Tables 4.6A-F are provided.  Each table represents the possible 
combinations of equivalence-based and coincidence-based relationships for one of the six 
periodicity-based relationships.  The cells that are grayed out in each of these six tables 
represent a particular combination of equivalence-based and coincidence-based 
relationship that is not possible in conjunction with that particular periodicity-based 
relationship.  Note that the cells that are already grayed out in Table 4.5 are also grayed 
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out in Tables 4.6A-F as they represent special cases of the configurations represented in 
Table 4.5 (the configurations they represent involve the additional choice of a 
periodicity-based relationship).  The cells that are not grayed out represent truly possible 
polymetric configurations.  Some of the cells in Tables 4.6A-F reference representative 
dot-notation figures that appear later in this section. 
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 There is a fairly straightforward relationship between equivalence-based 
relationships and periodicity-based relationships.  Any two levels that are equivalent in 
some manner—either proportionally, durationally, or temporally—must clearly have the 
same type of periodicity-based structure.  Thus, the mixed categories (I-NIP, I-NIN, and 
NIP-NIN) are not available in these cases, and the middle two rows (proportionally 
equivalent and durationally equivalent levels) and the lower-right cell (temporally 
equivalent-fully coincident) in Tables 4.6D-F is grayed out.  Also, when two levels are 
non-equivalent, they cannot both be I levels, as I levels are proportionally equivalent at a 
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minimum.194  Thus, the top row (proportionally equivalent) in Table 4.6A (dual-I 
configurations) is fully grayed out. 
 There are two interdependencies that involve all three classes of relationships.  
First, I levels that are (strictly) durationally equivalent to one another—that is, I levels 
that occur at the same tempo—can only be non-coincident.  Any two durationally 
equivalent I levels that intersect at one timepoint must intersect at all other timepoints, 
and what thus be temporally equivalent, or fully coincident.  Thus, the appropriate cells 
in Table 4.6A (dual-I configurations) corresponding for the durationally equivalent / 
(strictly) coincident configuration and the durationally equivalent / (strictly) embedded 
configuration are grayed out. 
 Secondly, and less obviously, any pair of levels that are durationally equivalent 
with one level (strictly) embedded in the other cannot be both NIP.  To prove this, assume 
for the sake of contradiction that the two levels are NIP.  Since they are durationally 
equivalent, they have the same period length.  In order for them to be designated as 
periodic and durationally equivalent, they each have to exhibit (at least) one full period of 
their pattern within the defined window of analysis, although their periods could be out-
of-phase with each other.  Figure 4.5 illustrates this configuration, with the periods 
marked in square brackets.  We shall assume (arbitrarily) that the bottom metrical level is 
(strictly) embedded in the top metrical level.  During the period marked X (on the 
bottom), the top level would consist of a rotation of the same periodic pattern and would 
therefore contain the same number of elements as the bottom level does during the same 
########################################################
194 They could both be NIP or both be NIN and have unique, non-equivalent structures, 
however. 
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time interval.  Since every element in the bottom level coincides with an element in the 
top level, and since the two levels have the same number of elements in this interval, they 
would have to be fully coincident, which is a contradiction.  Thus, any two levels that are 
durationally equivalent with one level (strictly) embedded in the other cannot both be 
NIP.  To reflect this, the appropriate cell is grayed out in Table 4.6B (dual-NIP 
configurations). 
 
 
 
 
4.4.3 Dot-Notation Figures Showing Various Level-to-Level Configurations 
 
 As illustrated in Tables 4.6A-F (in the previous sub-section), there are thirty-three 
classification categories of level-to-level configurations.  This sub-section consists of a 
selection of figures showing dot notation for various level-to-level configurations along 
with discussion about categorization of these configurations.  I have included a variety of 
possibilities, both from the perspective of the classification categories that they fall in and 
from the perspective of other musical categories and situations.  I have made sure to 
include an example of each dual-I configuration, because these seem to be the most 
common types in the musical literature.  I have also included several more rare 
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possibilities.  I have chosen to use dot notation alone to illuminate this discussion in this 
section.  When used apart from traditional musical notation, dot notation can be 
proportionally spaced and is thus well suited for preliminary discussion of these 
categories.  The next sub-section (4.4.4) includes an exhaustive selection of fully notated 
musical examples. 
 Figures 4.6A through 4.6E illustrate examples from each dual-I category.  Figures 
4.6A and 4.6B each show two I levels whose rates are equal.  In Figure 4.6A they are 
temporally equivalent / fully coincident, while in Figure 4.6B they are (strictly) 
durationally equivalent / non-coincident.  These two configurations could also be 
described as “in-phase” or “out-of-phase.”  Figure 4.6C through 4.6E show dual-I 
configurations that are (strictly) proportionally equivalent.  Figure 4.6C shows levels that 
are in an embedded relationship; Figure 4.6D shows levels that are (strictly) coincident; 
and Figure 4.6E shows levels that are non-coincident. 
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 Figures 4.7A through 4.7D demonstrate various configurations involving one or 
two NI levels.  Figure 4.7A shows a non-proportional configuration where an NIP level 
with a repeating 3:2 durational pattern is embedded in an I level.  Again, these two levels 
could also occur in the same meter as well as in different meters.  Figure 4.7B shows 
another embedded relationship, this time with two proportionally equivalent NIP levels 
each involving a 3:2 durational pattern.195  Figure 4.7C also involves two durationally 
equivalent NIP levels with 3:2 durational patterns that are not embedded
196 but are instead 
(strictly) coincident.  Figure 4.7D involves two NIP levels that are non-equivalent and 
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195 An I meter (a meter whose levels are all isochronous) is structurally self-similar, 
which is to say, it has the same proportional pattern on all levels.  The example in 4.7B is 
notable because it could represent an NI meter that is structurally self-similar. 
196 As discussed before, two durationally equivalent NIP levels cannot be in an embedded 
relationship. 
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(strictly) coincident.  Figure 4.7E shows, for the sake of completeness, an NIP-NIN 
example.  As a consequence, the levels are non-equivalent, and in this case, they are non-
coincident as well.  The bottom level again exhibits a periodic 3:2 proportional pattern.  
The top level uses IOIs that are also in a 3:2 relationship, but not in a periodic pattern.  
These IOIs are also happening at slower rates (3/4 speed) relative to those in the bottom 
level. 
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 The last set of examples in this sub-section involves levels that could be described 
as having gradually changing pulse-tempos.  In Figure 4.8A (and in Ex. 4.3I in the next 
sub-section), we see two levels that are durationally equivalent,197 with the bottom level 
embedded in the top level, which means that they must both be NIN.  It must be 
emphasized that these levels are temporally nonisochronous.  They could be, however, 
notationally isochronous—in other words, involving only a single repeated notated 
duration, such as a quarter note—and perceived to involve a conceptually “constant” 
duration that is undergoing a continuously increasing change of (pulse-)tempo.  If one 
were to argue this case, they would actually be proportionally equivalent / embedded / 
dual-I.  In either analytical viewpoint, these levels are in an embedded relationship and 
they could easily occur in the same meters, but also in different meters.198  To contrast 
this example, we see in Figure 4.8B a (temporally) isochronous level (on top) against a 
nonisochronous one (on the bottom).  From a purely temporal perspective, their 
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197 They are durationally equivalent by implication.  From what can be seen, it appears 
that the bottom level is identical to the top level but has been temporally shifted to the 
left.  Based on what is seen in this particular temporal window, we can thus treat them as 
durationally equivalent. 
198 The durational pattern in these levels is modeled after the pitch structure of the 
harmonic series (the pitch structure in octaves, semitones, cents, etc., not the frequency 
structure in Hertz).  Thus, the bottom level is embedded in the top level in the same way 
that the harmonic series on a given fundamental would be embedded in the harmonic 
series of a fundamental an octave lower.  The temporal “octave” in Figure 4.8A is 
represented by the first IOI in the bottom level and by any other temporal interval of the 
same size (e.g. between the first and third elements of the top level, etc.). 
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relationship fits into the non-equivalent / coincident / I-NIN category.  The NIN level 
could once again be viewed within the context of changing pulse-tempo as an I level.199  
In this case, it would be tempting to analyze the relationship between the two levels as 
proportionally equivalent (and intersecting / dual-I).  Taking this step threatens to weaken 
the definition of proportional equivalence (and durational equivalence), however, because 
it confuses between a psychological or cognitive sense of time and the more abstract and 
absolute sense of structural time that forms the basis of this classification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.4 Musical Examples Illustrating All Thirty-Three Level-to-Level Configurations 
 
 The previous sub-section presented figures featuring dot notation for a selection 
of level-to-level configurations. This final sub-section features a complete set of musical 
examples—one for each of the thirty-three possible level-to-level configurations.  As 
discussed previously, presenting dot notation on its own (unaccompanied by musical 
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199 As such, this example would involve two metrical levels with independently 
fluctuating tempos, and would constitute an example of Folio’s type C polymeter (see 
Folio, “Analysis of Polyrhythm in Jazz Solos,” 106). 
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notation) allows the dots to be spaced in true mathematical proportion.  In contrast, 
traditional musical notation is generally not perfectly proportional.  There is certainly a 
loose correlation between timings and horizontal spacing on the page, but musical 
notation usually compromises its proportionality as a result of various notational items 
that do not have temporal values but are nonetheless placed inside the staff (e.g. 
accidentals, barlines, time signatures, etc.).  It is also common practice to employ spacing 
algorithms that minimize white space by increasingly reducing the spacing of notes (and 
rests) as they get larger.  In other words, a quarter note generally takes up less space on 
the page than two eighth notes.  This fact—that musical notation is not spaced in perfect 
proportion—must be kept in mind when viewing the examples that follow. 
 These examples include polymetrical analysis in the form of dot notation.  
Additionally, each example serves to illustrate a single level-to-level configuration and 
this particular configuration is always highlighted by the use of unfilled dots for the 
levels that are being pointed out.  I have presented examples in which corresponding 
levels create the indicated configuration in each case (e.g. Example 4.1A illustrates a 
particular relationship between the B level from both component meters).  But it is worth 
reiterating that the relationship categories presented thus far could involve non-
corresponding levels (e.g. G1 from one component meter and B from another) or two 
levels within a single metrical structure (e.g. G1 and B from the same metrical structure). 
 The following examples are grouped according to the six classes of periodicity-
based relationships.  Each group of examples is preceded by a table (Tables 4.7-4.12, 
which are recreations of Tables 4.6A-F) that re-illustrates the configurations for that 
!"#$
particular periodicity-based relationship class.  Included in each of the table's cells is a 
reference to the musical example that illustrates that specific configuration. 
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200 Thanks to Scott Robbins for pointing out the use of polymeter in this song.  Scott 
Robbins, "The American Dream Jumps the Gun: Deconstructing the 1950s through the 
Music of the Beatles," Pepperdine University, College Music Society Pacific Soutwest 
Chapter 3rd Regional Conference, (Malibu, CA: 22 Feb. 2011). 
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4.5 CLASSIFYING POLYMETRICAL STRUCTURES BY EXAMINING 
CORRESPONDING METRICAL LEVELS 
 
The previous section defines a thorough classification of relationships between 
individual levels.  The current section builds on this work to describe a classification of 
polymetrical configurations that is based on the relationships between the corresponding 
!""#
levels in component meters, which by definition have more than one structural level.  
This classification includes both concise and expanded labeling systems as well as a few 
guidelines about constraints existing on a given level according to the relationships found 
on lower levels. 
 
4.5.1 Classification By Polymeter Type 
 
This classification rests on the following assertion: in a polymetrical structure 
with two component meters each having n levels, at least one pair, and as many as n 
pairs, of corresponding levels may be in non-fully coincident relationships.  Furthermore, 
any combination of pairs of corresponding levels may be non-fully coincident.  Thus, 
there are 2n - 1 possible ways in which the corresponding levels may each agree or 
disagree while producing a polymetrical structure.201 
Definition: We can label a particular configuration by listing the levels on which 
the component meters are not fully coincident, from the lowest non-fully 
coincident level down to the highest.  For example, if the component meters are 
not fully coincident on the B level, they form a B polymeter.  If the component 
meters are not fully coincident on the S1 level and the G1 level, they form a S1G1 
polymeter.  I call this method of labeling the polymeter type. 
########################################################
201 There are two possibilities for any given pair of corresponding levels—they are either 
fully coincident or they are not.  Since there are n pairs of corresponding levels, there are 
2n possible ways for these n pairs to each be either fully coincident or not.  We must 
subtract one, however, because we should not count the outcome in which all n pairs of 
levels are fully coincident as this corresponds, essentially, with a single, unified meter 
rather than a polymetrical structure. 
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In this system, any level not listed is assumed to be fully coincident.  It may not be clear, 
however, exactly what the scope of analysis is, in other words, what the highest and 
lowest level under consideration are.  This is designated by including a bracketed list of 
the lowest and highest levels considered, which define the boundaries of analysis.  For 
example, one may speak of an S1G1 polymeter on [S2, G2].  This would indicate that all 
of the levels between (and including) S2 and G2 were considered.  Thus, one assumes 
that the component meters are fully coincident on the S2, B, and G2 levels, but does not 
assume that are on levels outside of the specified interval (should they be thought to 
exist). 
We can now look back at the musical examples from Chapter 3 and label each 
polymetrical structure in this manner.  Each of the examples is analyzed on the interval 
[S1, G2].  Example 3.1, from the Bach Sonata, is then a B polymeter; Example 3.2, from 
Bartók’s “Wandering,” is a G1G2 polymeter; Example 3.3, from Hiller’s String Quartet 
No. 5, is a BG1G2 polymeter; Example 3.4, from Ligeti’s Third Hungarian Etude, is a 
S1BG1G2; and Example 3.5, from Debussy’s First Arabesque, shows an S1 polymeter. 
 
4.5.2 More Detailed Classification Using the Polymeter Vector 
 
This method of labeling is concise and indicates exactly on which levels there are 
metrical disagreements.  It does not, however, indicate the nature of these disagreements.  
A more detailed method of labeling, which I call the polymeter vector, accomplishes this 
by using the symbols and categories defined and discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.  A 
!"#$
polymeter vector is an indexed vector, which consists of two rows:202 the top row (the 
index) lists the metrical levels under consideration and the bottom row (the data) lists the 
corresponding relationships on those metrical levels.  In the case that the component 
meters are fully coincident on a given level, the relationship cell for that level is shaded 
slightly to highlight this agreement and indicate that the polymetrical status is not derived 
from that level.  Figures 4.9A though 4.9E show polymeter vectors for Examples 3.1 
though 3.5 (from Chapter 3). 
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202 In this sense, it is actually a matrix, but I reserve the term “polymeter matrix” for 
another concept that is described in Chapter 5. 
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4.5.3 Dependencies Between Relationships on One Structural Level and Relationships on 
Other Structural Levels 
 
The polymetric classification as I have described it thus far consists of the 
categorization of relationships on corresponding levels of component meters, and ways of 
indicating which pairs of corresponding levels are not fully coincident, and if so, exactly 
how they are related.  It is also useful to explore any dependencies between relationships 
on a given metrical level and relationships on other metrical levels.  Given the fact that 
there are thirty-three possible relationships for a pair of levels, it follows that there are 
332, or 1089, conceivable configurations of relationships on any two metrical levels.  In 
other words, since there are thirty-three ways that the B levels can be related, and there 
also are thirty-three ways that the G1 levels can be related, there are 1089 configurations 
of relationships for these two levels considered together.  It would be a daunting task to 
explore each of these possibilities independently and not necessary very useful.  What is 
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useful, however, is noting a few very general factors that apply in common 
configurations. 
First, if a non-coincident relationship exists on a given level of a metrical 
structure, then the relationships on all higher levels are also non-coincident.  This is 
because within a single meter, every higher level is embedded in all lower levels, and 
thus the higher levels involve a subset of the timepoints on a given level.  Therefore, in a 
polymetrical structure, the set of coincident timepoints between two meters on a higher 
level is be a subset of the set of coincident timepoints between the meters on the given 
level, which is in this case a set containing no points at all. 
The second generalization also involves the effect of lower levels on higher 
levels.  When an individual level is NIP, there is a tendency some higher metrical level to 
create groups that correspond with the periods of this lower NIP level.  Metrical structure 
tends towards this kind of regularity all other factors being equal.  Thus, there is a 
tendency for some higher level to involve elements spaced isochronously according to the 
length of the period of this lower NIP level.  Thus, when we find an NIP pattern on a 
given level in one or both component meters, it is likely that at least one higher-level 
meter-to-meter relationship involves isochronicity (in one or both component meters).  
For example, when two levels are in a dual-NIP relationship, there is a likelihood for the 
metrical structures to be in a dual-I relationship at some higher level. 
Since this latter factor is simply a tendency, it has no effect on the overall number 
of possible configurations for component meters involving two metrical levels.  The 
previous rule (that non-coincidence always propagates upwards), however, does reduce 
!"#$
the number of possibilities from 1089 to 847,203 although this is still not a manageable 
number for individual analysis. 
 
4.5.4 Two-Level Dual-I Polymetrical Structures 
 
An investigation that is more easily achievable is to look at all two-level 
polymetrical configurations that only involve dual-I relationships.  It is also especially 
important because I meters are the most common in the musical literature.  Additionally, 
most NI meters involve isochronicity at some level or other, particularly when they are 
NIP on some level, as was discussed above.  Furthermore, such periodic NI meters can 
often simply be treated as I meters.  For example, music accompanied by a 5/4 time 
signature might be treated as (2+3)/4,204 as in Figure 4.10A, thereby involving an 
isochronous B level, an NIP G1 level, and an isochronous G2 level as indicated.  Or, the 
same music might be interpreted by somebody else as having only one isochronous 
grouping level, which groups the B-level elements into groups of five, and thus as 
involving an I meter rather than an NI meter, as indicated in Figure 4.10B.  Another way 
of describing this is to say that the metrical structure in Figure 4.10A has an isochronous 
sub-structure, involving the B level and the G2 level only, which corresponds to the 
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203 There are 22 possible relationships that involve some form of coincidence (i.e. strict 
coincidence, embeddedness, or full coincidence) and each of these can be combined with 
any of the 33 overall relationships on the next higher level, which accounts for 
22 * 33 = 726 possibilities.  There are 11 possible relationships involving non-
coincidence, and these can only lead to the same 11 relationships on the next higher level 
allowing for 11 * 11 = 121 possibilities.  Thus, overall there are 726 + 121 = 847 possible 
configurations for two-level polymeters. 
204 Or (3+2)/4 depending on the context. 
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metrical structure shown in Figure 4.10A.  In cases of polymetrical configurations 
involving NI component meters with isochronous sub-structures, it is expeditious (and 
informative) to analyze based on these sub-structures rather than the full, non-
isochronous metrical structure.  Thus, there are several good reasons to look in depth at 
polymetrical configurations that involve only dual-I relationships. 
 
 
 
 
 
As Table 4.6A (in Sub-Section 4.4.2) indicates, there are five dual-I relationships.  
We can focus on the ratio between the IOIs on each level, however, to break down these 
five into additional useful categories.  The ratios of IOIs for any two I levels can be in 
one of four numerical categories: equal, integral, rational, or irrational.  Equal should be 
understood as absolutely equal and reducible to 1:1 (e.g. a ratio of 5:5).  Integral refers to 
ratios that are reducible to x:1 or 1:x where x is an integer equal to or greater than two 
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(e.g. 1:3 or 4:1).205  Rational refers to ratios such as x:y where x and y are both positive 
integers and x:y is not reducible to an integral or equal ratio (e.g. 3:2 or 12:15).206  An 
irrational refers to any ratio that is not reducible to a rational, integral, or equal 
relationship (e.g. !:2 or 3:e). 
Table 4.13 shows the additional breakdown of the original five dual-I categories 
into eight sub-categories.  Two irrational levels intersect in at most one point,207 and thus 
irrational levels can only exist in ! or " relationships.  I levels have equal rates if and 
only if they are either durationally equivalent or temporally equivalent, as equal I levels 
involve the exact same IOI pattern.  For two I levels two be in an embedded relationship, 
they must have an integral relationships as the period of one must be an integer multiple 
of the other’s period.  A pair of levels in an integral relationship can also be non-
coincident, however.  Two levels in a rational relationship are either non-coincident, or 
they intersect on a periodic time interval (they are coincident).  Levels in an irrational 
relationship are either non-coincident or coincident at exactly one point. 
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205 Thus, I really mean strictly integral.  If we allow x to equal 1, then the two levels are 
in fact equal. 
206 Similarly, I mean strictly rational. 
207 If they were to intersect at two (or more) points, they would instead be rational (or 
integral or equal) and intersect on a periodic interval. 
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Table 4.14 shows all possible configurations of two-level dual-I polymeters.  The 
left-hand column represents the choice at a given level and the right-hand column 
represents the possible choices at the next higher level.  As was discussed before, non-
coincidence propagates upwards in a polymetrical structure, thus non-coincidence on a 
given level forces non-coincidence on all higher levels.  In the context of I meters, 
irrational relationships propagate both upwards and downwards.  This is because no 
combination of isochronous groupings, or subdivisions, can take an irrational relationship 
on one level and turn it into a non-irrational (i.e. rational, integral, or equal) relationship 
on any other level.208  As Table 4.14 indicates, none of the eight categories on a given 
level lead to all eight categories on the next higher level.  Because of these two 
constraints, there are only thirty dual-I polymetrical configurations involving two levels.  
########################################################
208 Take two component meters that involve IOIs of x ms and y ms respectively on a 
given level where x/y (the ratio as a fraction) is an irrational number.  The next level 
higher involves IOIs of x/a ms and y/b ms, where a and b are integers equal to or greater 
than two, reflecting respectively the grouping of the elements in the first meter into 
groups of a elements and grouping by b elements in the second meter.  The ratio as 
fraction on this next higher level is (x/a)/(y/b) = (x/y) * (a/b).  x * y is defined to be an 
irrational number whereas b/a is rational (or integral or equal) as a and b are integers 
equal or greater to two.  The product of any (non-zero) rational number and any irrational 
number is always irrational, thus the IOI ratio (as a fraction) on this next higher level—
(x/a)/(y/b)—is irrational.  A similar argument shows that irrationality on a given level 
propagates downwards via subdivision. 
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As argued above, these thirty configurations are among the most common two-level 
polymetrical possibilities, found both directly and as isochronous metrical sub-structures. 
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CHAPTER 5: ADDITIONAL ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
FOR POLYMETRIC MUSIC 
 
 This chapter presents a variety of analytical techniques for polymetric music, all 
of which I have either created or adapted.  These techniques compliment the theory 
presented thus far and include a multi-dimensional extension to the polymeter vector, a 
selection of graphical methods of analysis, and a quantitative technique for assessing the 
overall level of structural “dissonance” in a polymetrical structure. 
 
5.1 THE POLYMETER MATRIX 
 
5.1.1 A Critical Evaluation of the Polymeter Vector 
 
 Chapter 4 defines a complete classification system for polymetrical structures.  It 
is based on three categories of relationships that are both musically relevant and well-
defined: coincidence-based relationships, equivalence-based relationships, and 
periodicity-based relationships.  Most importantly, it produces intuitive classes that cover 
the most common types of polymeter—dual-I configurations—and also handles the more 
unusual categories (those involving NI levels) in a useful and consistent manner.  The 
notational system that I have defined in Chapter 4, called the polymeter vector, is 
informative and concise, but it is not perfect.  In particular, it is dependent on the 
designation of all levels in each component meter as B levels, S levels, or G levels.  All 
of these choices generally hinge on the determination of the B level.  The choice of B 
level is certainly not arbitrary; it should always involve the consideration of notation as 
well as intuitive judgments reached through careful and honest listening.  Psychological 
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research has shown that there is a tendency for people to perceive beat-level elements in a 
certain tempo range.  Parncutt, for example, indicates that this range is roughly 33 to 300 
bpm (i.e. IOIs from 1800 ms down to 200 ms).  In particular, there is an area of “maximal 
pulse salience” around 100 bpm (e.g. an IOI of 600 ms) at which we are the most likely 
to perceive beats.209  Thus, when all other factors are equal, it makes sense to choose a 
beat level that fits this tendency.  But this is only a tendency, and people respond 
differently to various musical factors.  So, the fact remains that B level designation is 
open to disagreement and does not always correspond with what is indicated by any time 
signatures and/or metronomic indications. 
 Another shortcoming of the polymeter vector as a means of describing 
polymetrical structure is that it does not accommodate component meters that have 
differing numbers of levels.  Example 5.1 shows such a situation.  Here the top 
component meter (X) is analyzed with five levels and the component meter for the 
bottom staff (Y) is analyzed with only four levels.  In order to make a polymeter vector 
for Example 5.1, one has to restrict the scope to the four levels that the two component 
meters share in common (i.e. S1, B, G1, and G2) and leave out G3, as in Figure 5.1. 
########################################################
209 Richard Parncutt, “A Perceptual Model of Pulse Salience and Metrical Accent in 
Musical Rhythms,” Music Perception 11, no. 4 (1994): 409-64.  As cited in London, 
Hearing in Time, 31. 
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 Similarly, the polymeter vector has difficulty handling component meters with 
differing numbers of G levels and/or S levels, even when they have the same number of 
overall levels.  Example 5.2 shows two four-level component meters.  In the case of 
component meter X, there are two G levels and one S level, while component meter Y 
has two S levels and only one G level.  The polymeter vector in Figure 5.2 has data only 
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for the three levels that the two share in common (S1, B, and G1) as it only reflects 
relationships between corresponding levels. 
 
 
 
 
 One last criticism of the polymeter vector is that it ignores what may be 
meaningful relationships between non-corresponding levels, for example between S1 
from one component meter and B from the other.  It is clear from the discussion above 
that identifying the B levels has a direct effect on the assignment of a particular 
polymeter vector, and on the classification of the polymetrical structure into one type or 
another.  It is appropriate and expected for the analytical lens (i.e. the choice of B levels) 
to determine the analytical result (i.e. the resulting polymeter vector).  But it is 
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unfortunate that the polymeter vector may fail to show relationships between non-
corresponding levels that could be meaningful either to a listener or a theorist. 
 What is needed, then, is an analytical structure that shows relationships between 
all possible pairs of levels between the two component meters.  Furthermore, this 
structure should accommodate component meters that have either different total numbers 
of levels or different distributions of levels (i.e. different numbers of S levels and G 
levels).  Such a structure should not be analytically biased due to the designation of levels 
in general and the B level in particular. 
 
5.1.2 Defining the Polymeter Matrix 
 
 The polymeter matrix is an analytical structure in which the relationships between 
all pairs of levels between two component meters are shown, not just those between 
corresponding levels.  It is a matrix in which the columns represent the relationships 
involving each level in one component meter (X) and the rows represent the relationships 
involving each level in the other component meter (Y).  Each cell (the intersection 
between a single row and a single column) in the matrix thus represents the relationship 
between two particular levels, one from each component meter.  Figure 5.3 shows the 
polymeter matrix for Example 5.1 (the Holst, Second Suite excerpt from the previous 
sub-section).  The series of matrix cells that are shaded in slightly correspond to the 
polymeter vector for this structure (pictured previously in Figure 5.1 in the previous sub-
section).  The polymeter matrix shows us that there are several very significant 
relationships involving non-corresponding pairs of levels that are overlooked in the 
polymeter vector.  The relationship between XG1 and YB, for example, is fully coincident 
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/ temporally equivalent, as is the relationship between XG2 and YG1.  We also see that XG3 
and YG2 are durationally equivalent but out of phase.  The relationship involving the most 
significant disagreement—proportional equivalent / strictly coincident between XB and 
YS1
210—is also overlooked by the polymeter vector but is readily apparent when viewing 
the polymeter matrix. 
 
 As a further illustration, Figure 5.4 shows the polymeter matrix for Example 5.2 
(the Herbie Hancock, “Oliloqui Valley” excerpt from the previous sub-section).  Again, 
we see that the most significant level-to-level relationship in terms of agreement—
between XS2 and YS1, which are in a temporally equivalent / fully coincident 
relationship—is left out of the polymeter vector but illuminated in the polymeter matrix.  
We also see, however, that non-coincident relationships (!) are quite pervasive in this 
polymetrical structure, to an extent perhaps that might not inferred when viewing the 
polymeter vector alone.  Thus, it is evident that the polymeter matrix is a powerful tool 
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210 Involving a 3:2 relationship of rates between meter X and meter Y. 
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for examining more fully the various level-to-level relationships that exist within a 
polymetrical structure. 
 
 In order to better place the polymeter matrix within the context of the theory of 
polymeter that I have developed, I present an analogy.  In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 I define 
and explore relationships between single metrical levels.  We may think of each such 
relationship as a single piece of data—in effect, a point.  Section 4.5 expands on this to 
compare entire component meters, looking at the relationships between corresponding 
levels in the two structures and collecting these relationships into a polymeter vector.  As 
the term “vector” suggests, this might be thought of as a one-dimensional array of data, 
where the dimension is defined by the metrical levels found in the two component 
meters.  In other words, the levels represented in the vector (e.g. ..., S1, B, G1,...) define 
coordinates in a one-dimensional space.211  The polymeter matrix, on the other hand, 
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211 This dimension should be thought of as having a discrete rather than continuous 
structure. 
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expands this presentation of data into two dimensions.  It is indexed independently by 
levels from both component meters, X and Y.  These two sets of indexes together define 
coordinate pairs in a two-dimensional space. 
 It should be emphasized, however, that while the polymeter matrix has value as 
an analytical and presentational tool, it is too cumbersome to be useful as a classification 
tool.  The polymeter vector encapsulates a concise, complete, and consistent means of 
classifying meters based on the relationships between corresponding metrical levels.  But 
the polymeter matrix simply presents too much data to be practical as a means of naming 
or identifying classes of polymetrical structures.  Thus, the polymeter matrix does not 
really extend the polymetric classification of Chapter 4 any further, but simply provides a 
way of examining a more complete picture of the relationship between component 
meters.  
 
5.2 GRAPHICAL ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
 
5.2.1 Conjoined Dot Notation 
 
 The polymetrical dot notation that I have presented throughout this paper provides 
a clear means of visually conveying the structure of polymeter.  There are a number of 
modifications and elaborations on this type of notation that are also useful as graphical 
analytical tools.  First, score order is arranged within an example so that the instruments 
are grouped according to whichever component meter they belong to.  Then, dot notation 
structures for both component meters placed within each system so that it lies between 
the two instrumental groups.  Example 5.3 illustrates this technique as it is applied to an 
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excerpt from “Kashmir” by Led Zeppelin.  This method, called conjoined dot notation, 
arranges the dot notation structures for the two component meters so that they are more 
easily comparable, although this is at the expense of creating a gap in the musical score. 
 
 
 
5.2.2 Non-Coincidence Graph 
 
 A second visual technique for conveying information about polymeter involves 
what I call a non-coincidence graph.  A non-coincidence graph is based on standard dot 
notation but is modified as follows: (1) corresponding metrical levels are identified 
between the two component meters; (2) coincident elements in corresponding metrical 
levels are eliminated—in other words, if an element in one level/meter coincides exactly 
with an element in the corresponding level from the other meter, both of these elements 
are removed; and (3) a horizontal line is added to mark the B level for each portion of the 
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dot notation (once a significant number of elements are removed from the dot notation, it 
becomes useful to have a consistent visual reference to help the viewer identify the level 
for the elements that remain).  The resulting non-coincidence graph shows exactly those 
elements that do not have a corresponding counterpart in the other component meter.  
Example 5.4 shows the non-coincidence graph for “Kashmir” (see Example 5.3 in the 
previous sub-section).  The non-coincidence graph thus shows exactly where the two 
component meters disagree. 
 
 
 
 In order to further illustrate these graphical techniques, I have provided Examples 
5.5 and 5.6, which respectively show the conjoined dot notation and non-coincidence 
graph for “Touch and Go” by the Cars.  It is immediately clear when comparing these 
two examples with the previous two that the polymeter in “Touch and Go” involves both 
greater irregularity and greater disagreement than that in “Kashmir.”  Another striking 
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trait is that “Touch and Go” involves polymeter on the B level (one sees that there are 
non-coincident elements lying on the B-level line in Example 5.6) while “Kashmir” does 
not.  It is likely that this difference (among others) leads to qualitatively different 
experiences of polymeter in these two songs. 
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 As a last point of comparison, Examples 5.7 and 5.8 utilize these two graphical 
techniques in the context of “Canon A” from Nancarrow’s Two Canons for Ursula for 
solo piano.  One subtle but important modification has been made to the conjoined dot 
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notation in Example 5.7.  Standard music notation is generally not strictly proportionally 
spaced—in other words, the spacing on the page does not correspond exactly to the 
temporal proportions of the music.  Even when efforts are made to make notation strictly 
proportional, the presence of notational elements with no actual duration (e.g. barlines, 
time signatures, key signature, accidentals, etc.) make the task very difficult.  On the 
other hand, dot notation should ideally be strictly proportional, and by itself (i.e. apart 
from music notation) it can be.  But when it is included along with standard music 
notation it is rarely possible for the dot notation to be strictly proportional. 
 
 
 
In situations with polymetrical notation, particularly those involving independent 
barlines, time signatures, and notation tempo, these difficulties of proportionality are 
compounded.  I have generally made an effort to compromise between lining up the dots 
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with corresponding notational elements and allowing the dots to be spaced as 
proportionally as possible.  But with polymetrical configurations that are rather 
complicated, as in Example 5.7, it becomes difficult to convey exactly where dots (i.e. 
metrical elements) from one component meter line up with dots from the other 
component meter.  When this is the case, it is possible to modify the conjoined dot 
notation to include arrows that indicate each and every point of coincidence between the 
two component meters, as I have done in Example 5.7. 
Example 5.8 shows a non-coincidence graph for the music in Example 5.7.  Given 
the small number of points at which the two component meters coincide (i.e. at the 
arrows), it is not surprising that the non-coincidence graph is full of dots.  It is also clear 
that, in comparison to “Kashmir” and “Touch and Go,” Nancarrow’s “Canon A” reflects 
a great deal of polymetrical disagreement.  Furthermore, it is visually apparent that 
Nancarrow’s piece involves a disagreement not just on the B level and higher but also on 
both S levels.  Thus, it features a qualitatively (and perceptually) different sort of 
polymeter. 
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5.2.3 Refining the Non-Coincidence Graph By Using an Alternative Definition of Level 
Correspondence 
 
The non-coincidence graph is dependent on the comparison of corresponding 
levels, and it thus operates in the spirit of the polymeter vector and the overall 
classification system that I present in Chapter 4.  As a result, however, the non-
coincidence graph is not ideally suited to dealing with meters in which significant 
relationships exist between non-corresponding levels, in particular those in which some 
pair of non-corresponding levels is fully coincident.  One desires (intuitively perhaps) 
that a non-coincidence graph—a tool designed to illustrate lack of coincidence between 
two metrical structures—somehow responds to a pair of non-corresponding but fully 
coincident levels by canceling both levels out completely (i.e. by removing all dots from 
both levels in the graph).  But as illustrated in Example 5.9, which shows the non-
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coincidence graph for a portion of the Holst excerpt from before, this is not the case.  In 
the original (see Example 5.1 and Figure 5.3) we see that the levels XG1 and YB are fully 
coincident and that XG2 and YG1 are as well.  Yet in the non-coincidence graph we see 
that, although both YB and YG1 are cancelled out entirely, none of the levels in meter X 
are fully cancelled.  Non-coincident elements remain in all levels of X, in particular XG1 
(which is fully coincident with YB) and XG2 (which is fully coincident with YG1).  The 
elements in XG1 that remain are judged to be non-coincident because XG1 corresponds to 
Y, and YG1 is embedded in XG1.  Likewise, the non-coincident elements in XG2 are left 
behind as a result of YG2 being embedded in XG2. 
 
 
 
In order to rectify the situation illustrated in Example 5.9, one might be tempted 
to revise the assignment of levels in one or the other component meter.  In other words, 
one might decide to indicate that the beat in the euphonium part (meter Y) is in fact a 
quarter note in length rather than a dotted half note in length (i.e. corresponding to the 
notated measure).  Thus, what was previously YB would now be designated to be YG1.  
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Although this would result in a more intuitively “correct” non-coincidence graph, the 
reasoning is clearly flawed.  It would be methodologically unsound to alter the 
assignment of structural levels (which is essentially a claim about how the component 
meters are perceived) for the sake of achieving some desired analytical result.  This 
amounts, in a sense, to tampering with the data. 
On the other hand, it is useful and reasonable to change the definition of 
correspondence (between levels from opposing component meters) insofar as it relates to 
the preparation of a non-coincidence graph.  Rather than defining correspondence 
according to type of level, as is done with the polymeter vector and the classification 
system from Chapter 4,212 level correspondence in a non-coincidence graph ought to be 
judged based on those opposing levels that have IOIs that are closest on average.  In other 
words, the opposing levels that have the most similar duration series should be the first to 
be designated as corresponding.  Thus, a pair of opposing levels that are fully coincident, 
and thus have identical duration series, ought be treated as coincident, as should a pair of 
levels that are durationally equivalent.  Once the most closely related levels (in terms of 
IOIs) are matched, all other levels are paired accordingly.  Such a redefinition of 
correspondence (in this context) is likely to result in more useful non-coincidence graphs. 
Example 5.10 shows such a modified non-coincidence graph for the Holst piece.  
In comparison to the original non-coincidence graph in Example 5.9, a more intuitively 
correct graph results.  XG1 fully cancels YB and XG2 cancels with YG1.  Furthermore, the 
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212 The definition is sound for these purposes.  It makes perfect sense to base the 
classification and labeling of polymetrical configurations on relationships that compare 
perceptually and cognitively corresponding levels. 
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conflicts between XB and YS1, and also between XG3 and YG2, are played out very clearly 
in the graph. 
 
 
 
 Examples 5.11 and 5.12 further illustrate the utility of redefining level 
correspondence in the preparation of non-coincidence graphs in the context of the 
Hancock excerpt.  As shown in the original (see Example 5.2 and Figure 5.4), XS2 and 
YS1 are fully coincident but non-correspondent according to the definition from Chapter 
4.  Thus, in Example 5.11 we see a large number of non-coincident elements remaining in 
both XS2 and YS1.  Example 5.12, on the other hand, shows the modified non-coincidence 
graph for the same excerpt, with correspondence redefined to better suit the specific aims 
of this tool.  As hoped, XS2 and YS1 completely cancel one another (after meter X begins), 
and the graph on the whole is more balanced between X and Y, which more accurately 
reflects the nature of their total relationship. 
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Incidentally, one may look back at the selections by Led Zeppelin (Examples 5.3 
and 5.4), The Cars (Examples 5.5 and 5.6), and Nancarrow (Examples 5.7 and 5.8) and 
see that previous definition of level correspondence and the modified definition result in 
identical designations of correspondence.  In Example 5.3, XS2 and YS2 are fully 
coincident and correspond according to both definitions.  In Example 5.5, XS1 and YS1 
fulfill this same role.  And in Example 5.7, no levels are fully coincident, but the levels 
that would correspond according to their type (i.e. B, S1, G1, etc.) also correspond in this 
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modified sense because their IOIs fall into the same general ranges.  Thus, the non-
coincidence graphs shown in Examples 5.4, 5.6, and 5.8 all demonstrate the non-
correspondence of their component meters very sensibly. 
 
5.3 A METHOD FOR QUANTIFYING POLYMETRICAL DISSONANCE 
 
 Thus far I have a presented a variety of means to evaluate and explore 
polymetrical relationships.  The classification system from Chapter 4 tells how 
polymetrical configurations are categorized according to the set of relationships that are 
found between corresponding levels.  The polymeter vector allows a concise way to 
display an analysis of this type of classification.  In the present chapter, I first presented 
the polymeter matrix (see Section 5.1), a rigorous communicative and analytical device 
that deals with a more complete picture of between meter relationships.  Following the 
discussion of the polymeter matrix, I presented various techniques for graphically 
demonstrating aspects of polymetrical relationships (see Section 5.2). 
 One additional tool that is of great use in analyzing polymeter is a method of 
quantitatively and concisely measuring the disagreement between component meters.  
This method serves as a perfect complement to the more detailed and qualitative 
techniques and tools that I have presented thus far.  The notion of “disagreement” 
between meters that I explore here is related to Cohn’s discussion of “metric 
dissonance.”213 
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213 As discussed in Chapter 3, Cohn’s work on metric dissonance is situated in two 
sources: Cohn, “Dramatization of Hypermetric Conflict,” and Cohn, “Metric and 
Hypermetric Dissonance.”  The latter involves a quantitative method that I will be the 
specific starting point for this section of my dissertation.  Important precursors to Cohn’s 
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5.3.1 Cohn’s Work on Quantifying (Poly)metric Dissonance 
 
 In his article “Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance in the Menuetto of Mozart’s  
Symphony in G-minor, K. 550,” Cohn writes about “interpretations” of time-spans (i.e. 
temporal intervals in a piece of music).214  Each time-span, AB (where A is the beginning 
timepoint and B is the ending timepoint)215 is assumed to be metrically subdivided into 
equal parts in various ways, with one particular fastest, relevant subdivision scheme 
establishing a system of durational units for the time-span.  In other words, if the fastest 
relevant subdivision scheme divides the time-span AB into z equal units, then the length 
of AB is understood to be z units.  Cohn defines this length as a function, L(AB), or 
simply L.216 
 A valid “interpretation” of AB includes at least two subdivision schemes: the 
subdivision of AB into L equal units, and the overall, unitary span between A and B, 
which is L units in length.  Interpretations can also include one or more intermediate 
subdivisions schemes such that L is subdivided into some k equal units, where k is 
integer such that 1 < k < L, and L is an integral multiple of k (i.e. k divides L evenly).  
For example, if L is 6, then k is either 2 or 3—the time-span is divided into halves (3+3 
units) or thirds (2+2+2 units). 
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article include Yeston, Stratification of Musical Rhythm and Seeger, “Dissonant 
Counterpoint,” as well as Krebs, “Metrical Consonance and Dissonance.” 
214 See Cohn, “Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance,” particularly p. 5-14. 
215 Cohn uses X, Y, and XY, but I use A, B, and AB instead in order to avoid confusion 
with the generic names for component meters, X and Y. 
216 Ibid., 6. 
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 An interpretation can be related to a metrical structure in that it involves at least 
one embedded, hierarchical temporal relationship.  The endpoints of the time-span AB 
are thought of as defining one metrical level while the subdivision of AB into L units are 
thought of as an additional, faster metrical level.  When an intermediate level exists in the 
interpretation, the interpretation is thought of as presenting three levels of metrical 
structure.  The intermediate level is understood as grouping the fastest subdivision level 
(which subdivides AB into L units) while also subdividing the slowest level (the unitary 
span of AB).  Figure 5.5 illustrates an interpretation of a time-span of length 6 that 
involves the default subdivision of AB into 6 units and the overall level corresponding to 
AB itself.  Additionally, there is a subdivision of AB into two equal parts that are each 
three units in length. 
 
 
 
 Any given interpretation of AB can be described by what Cohn calls a “P-set.”  
The “P-set” of AB, abbreviated P(AB), is defined to be “the set of integers pi, ordered 
from smallest to largest, such that AB is perceived to be partitioned into 
L(AB)
pi
 subspans 
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of length pi, where 1 ! pi ! L(AB), and 
L(AB)
pi
 is an integer.”217  As Cohn describes, 
when L = 6, any of the following P-sets can result: 
1. <1,6> (which Cohn describes as an undifferentiated sextuplet subdivisions—
see Figure 5.6A) 
2. <1,2,6> (which Cohn describes as a measure of 3/4—see Figure 5.6B) 
3. <1,3,6> (which Cohn describes as a measure of 6/8—see Figure 5.6C) 
4. <1,2,3,6> (which Cohn describes as the union of 2 & 3, in other words to the 
simultaneous presence of 6/8 and 3/4—Figure 5.6D)218 
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217 Ibid., 6. 
218 Ibid., 6. 
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An interpretation of AB described by a P-set P(AB) is defined to be “consonant” 
when for all pairs of values <pi,pj> from the P-set, where pi < pj, 
p j
pi
is an integer.219  In 
other words, when all lower values evenly divide all higher values, the interpretation is 
consonant.  For the time-span AB with L = 6 described in the previous paragraph, the 
first three P-sets—<1,6>, <1,2,6>, and <1,3,6>—result in consonant interpretations, and 
the last—<1,2,3,6>—does not result in a consonant interpretation (because 2 does not 
evenly divide 3). 
When an interpretation is not consonant, it is defined to be “dissonant.”  The 
“degree of dissonance” of a dissonant interpretation is defined to be equal to the number 
of pairs of elements in the P-set such that the smaller element does not divide the larger 
element evenly (they “have a non-integer ratio”).220  The degree of dissonance for the 
fourth P-set above, <1,2,3,6>, is thus equal to 1 as there is only a single pair of elements 
having a non-integer ratio between them (<2,3>). 
########################################################
219 This definition is consistent with Cohn’s but revised in its presentation to be more 
easily understood.  Ibid., 7. 
220 Ibid., 13. 
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 Example 5.13 shows the “Kashmir” as interpreted as a time-span interpretation à 
la Cohn.  Each metrical level is labeled with its name as well as the P-set value, pi, that 
corresponds to that level.  Thus, one sees that the time-span is subdivided most rapidly 
via the S2 levels of both component meters, for example.  Here pulses spaced a sixteenth 
note apart define the unit of measurement for this interpretation of AB, with pi = 1.  The 
P-set for this excerpt is identified by collecting each (non-redundant) pi listed in the 
diagram.  The P-set is thus <1,2,4,8,12,24,48>.  This P-set defines a dissonant 
interpretation because the elements 8 and 12 are not related by an integer ratio.  This pair 
corresponds to the G1 levels of the two component meters, which are the only two levels 
between the two meters that are not either fully coincident or (strictly) embedded.  The 
interpretation here therefore has a degree of dissonance equal to 1. 
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Just as any interpretation is either consonant or dissonant, I propose by extension 
that any pair of subdividing elements in an interpretation can also be characterized as 
either consonant (it consists of two elements such that the smaller divides the larger 
evenly) or dissonant (the smaller does not divide the larger evenly).  If we think of each 
pair of elements as a pair of metrical levels, then such a pair of metrical levels is either 
consonant or dissonant.  An interpretation can correspond either with a single meter or a 
polymetrical structure.221 
 
5.3.2 A Critique of Cohn’s Work on the Quantification of (Poly)metric Dissonance 
 
The restrictions Cohn has established in his article indicate that only certain types 
of meters and polymetrical structures will be considered.  Cohn only allows isochronous 
metrical levels, for example, as he insists that each element in the P-set define a 
subdivision of the time-span into equal parts.222  For the same reason, Cohn’s system also 
only considers metrical levels that contain elements that coincide with the endpoints, A 
and B, of the time-span.  Thus, it can be assumed that any two metrical levels under 
consideration are at least (strictly) coincident, because they must coincide at A and B, and 
that otherwise they may be embedded or fully coincident.  Furthermore, since they are all 
isochronous, they are at least proportionally equivalent.  And although they may be 
temporally equivalent (i.e. fully coincident), they cannot be (strictly) durationally 
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221 This assertion will be explored in greater depth in Section 5.3.3. 
222 Cohn makes a brief nod to the possibility of NI levels, but they are clearly excluded by 
the definitions presented in the article.  Ibid., 11 (note 18). 
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equivalent, as this would imply non-coincidence, which would contradict the assertion 
that they each divide the same time-span into equal parts. 
Thus, Cohn’s system applies only to a very small subset of the level-to-level 
relationship classes that are defined by my system of classification.  When the levels are 
proportionally equivalent / embedded (i.e. when the corresponding P-set elements have 
an integral relationship) or temporally equivalent / fully coincident (i.e. when the levels 
correspond to a common P-set element), they are consonant.223  And when the levels are 
proportionally equivalent / (strictly) coincident (i.e. when their P-set elements have a 
non-integer ratio), they are dissonant. 
A notion of polymetric dissonance is clearly a useful concept.  Being able to 
quantify the dissonance in polymeter—the degree of internal conflict in a polymetrical 
structure—is a desirable goal.  Cohn’s system allows for the treatment of a polymetrical 
structure as an “interpretation” with a “P-set” from which the “degree of dissonance” can 
be calculated rather easily.  But while his system is equipped to handle the polymetrical 
structure of the Led Zeppelin excerpt, it fails to accommodate the other examples 
presented thus far in this chapter—those by Holst, Hancock, The Cars, and Nancarrow—
for each of these involves at least one NI level and/or at least one pair of levels that are 
(strictly) durationally equivalent and thus non-coincident (and thereby cannot be 
construed as subdividing the same time-span).  The remainder of this section presents a 
framework that generalizes Cohn’s work on (poly)metric dissonance so that it can be 
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223 According to their ratios, they could also be described as being “harmonically” related 
(see Klapp, et al, “On Marching to Two Different Drummers: Perceptual Aspects of the 
Difficulties,” Journal of Experimental Psychology 11, no. 6 (1985): 814). 
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applied to such music, and to any of the polymetrical classes defined in Chapter 4 for that 
matter. 
 
5.3.3 Generalizing (Poly)metric Dissonance 
 
The goal of this sub-section is to propose a generalization of Cohn’s method for 
determining (poly)metric dissonance.  Such a generalized system should fulfill several 
criteria.  First, the system should be at least as good as Cohn’s.  In particular, it must 
handle the types of polymeter that his system handles.  Second, when a given excerpt is 
accommodated under Cohn’s system, the dissonance value given by the generalized 
system should equal Cohn’s “degree of dissonance” for that excerpt—the generalized 
system should be compatible with Cohn’s system, in other words.  Thirdly, individual 
meters should not be at all dissonant (they should have a “degree of dissonance” equal to 
0)—a metrical structure, unlike a polymetrical structure, should not be internally 
dissonant.  Since metrical structures are made up of levels that are in an embedded 
relationship,224 we may fulfill this criterion by requiring that levels that are embedded in 
one another be considered consonant.225  (Additionally, and perhaps obviously, any pair 
of fully coincident levels should be considered consonant.)  Cohn’s system fulfils this 
particular criterion.  Within the context of his system, embedded levels (as well as fully 
coincident levels) do not contribute to the “degree of dissonance,” and should by 
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224 This is according to the theory of meter presented in Chapter 2 and is also discussed in 
Section 4.3. 
225 Within the context of Cohn’s system, embedded (isochronous) levels do not contribute 
to the “degree of dissonance,” and should by extension be considered consonant. 
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extension be considered consonant.  Fourth, a generalized system should handle any of 
the classes of polymeter defined in Chapter 4.  In particular, it ought to work with meters 
involving NI levels and with polymetrical structures containing pairs of levels that are 
non-coincident. 
 A generalized method for determining the dissonance of a (poly)metrical structure 
involving two component meters, and which meets the above requirements, defined as 
follows: 
(1) Each level in the first component meter is compared (as follows) to every 
level in the second component meter. 
(2) Each above pair of metrical levels is broken into segments according to the 
points of coincidence between the levels.  Each segment begins with a point of 
coincidence and includes any and all elements in both levels up until (but 
excluding) the next point of coincidence.  If the window of analysis is such 
that the excerpt does not begin with a point of coincidence, then the first 
segment begins with the very first element in either level in the excerpt.  If the 
excerpt does not end with a point of coincidence, then the last segment 
contains everything from its start up until and including the last elements in 
both levels.  If the excerpt does end with a point of coincidence, then the final 
segment consists of this point alone.  If there are no points of coincidence 
between the two levels, then their entire contents are treated as one segment.  
Thus, all points of coincidence are contained in exactly one segment, which is 
initiated by this point of coincidence. 
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(3) Each segment is considered consonant if, during the duration of the segment, 
(A) the levels are either fully coincident (i.e. the segment simply consists of a 
single point of coincidence), or (B) one level is embedded in the other (i.e. the 
segment consists of a point of coincidence followed by a series of elements 
from only one of the levels).226  A segment is considered dissonant if during 
the duration of the segment the levels are either (strictly) coincident (i.e. the 
segment consists of a point of coincidence followed by a series of elements 
that come from both levels) or non-coincident (i.e. there are no points of 
coincidence for these levels within the whole excerpt—these levels form a 
single non-coincident segment.227 
(4) The dissonance value for a pair of levels is calculated as follows:  
total # of elements (from both levels) that belong to dissonant segments
total # of elements (from both levels) in the excerpt   
(5) A pair of levels is (completely) consonant if their dissonance value is 0.  A 
pair of levels is (completely) dissonant if its dissonance value is 1.  A pair of 
levels whose degree of dissonance is between 0 and 1 is neither completely 
consonant nor completely dissonant but rather tend towards dissonance or 
consonance depending on the exact value. 
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226 If the segment begins the excerpt, it is possible that it will not begin with a point of 
coincidence and will instead consist solely of elements from a single level. 
227 When assessing the consonance or dissonance of an initiating segment for a given pair 
of levels, the context of what occurs in these levels immediately prior to the current 
excerpt may be taken into account.  Likewise, when considering the terminal segment for 
a pair of levels, the context of what occurs immediately after the excerpt may be taken 
into account.  It is desirable to arrive at an assessment of consonance or dissonance for a 
segment that is faithful to the piece, not just to the excerpt. 
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(6) The degree of dissonance for a (poly)metrical structure is the sum of all 
dissonance values for all possible pairs of levels involving one level from each 
meter. 
(7) A dissonance matrix that systematically shows the dissonance value for each 
pair of levels is compiled as follows.  The levels from one component meter 
define the columns of the matrix and the levels of the other component meter 
define the rows.  Every cell in the matrix thus represents a unique pair 
involving one level from each component meter.  Each cell shows the 
dissonance value for the corresponding pair of levels.  Any cell that represents 
a non-zero dissonance value is shaded in slightly for emphasis. 
In a several cases, determining the dissonance value for a pair of levels is simple.  
When the levels are fully coincident throughout, the dissonance value is 0.  Likewise, 
when the levels are (strictly) embedded throughout, their dissonance value is also 0.  In 
contrast, when a pair of levels is completely non-coincident throughout an excerpt, its 
dissonance value is 1.228  Figures 5.7A-C illustrate these situations, with each segment 
marked by a bracket.  Additionally, consonant segments are marked with the letter C, and 
dissonant segments with the letter D.  It should be clear that these situations are rather 
trivial.  When they are encountered in practice, careful segmentation and calculation can 
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228 Yeston considered the special case of non-coincidence that involves durationally 
equivalent (isochronous) levels to be consonant.  See Yeston, Stratification of Musical 
Rhythm, 113.  I agree, however, with Krebs when he argues that the degree of 
consonance or dissonance should be based not so much on arithmetic relationships (i.e. 
ratios of rates, equivalence-based relationships, etc.) but on the “degree of alignment that 
is present in a given collection of levels” (Krebs, “Metrical Consonance and Dissonance,” 
101).  
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be omitted because the total number of elements in dissonant segments is clearly either 0 
or equal to the total number of elements overall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the other hand, when a pair of levels is (strictly) coincident, its degree of 
dissonance may be any value that is both equal to or greater than 0, and also equal to or 
less than 1.  Thus, more careful consideration and calculation is necessary.  Figures 5.8A-
D illustrate the segmentation of several pairs of (strictly) coincident levels.  Figure 5.8A 
shows a pair of isochronous levels that are in a 3:2 relationship and coincide regularly.  
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Each segment in the excerpt is considered to be dissonant.229  The dissonance value of 
this pair of levels is thus 1.  Figure 5.8B shows a pair of nonisochronous levels that are in 
a sense structurally analogous to those shown in Figure 5.8A.230  Once again, each 
segment is dissonant and thus the dissonance value for the pair is 1.  Figure 5.8C offers a 
more complicated example that contains segments that involve full coincidence, 
embeddedness, and (strict) coincidence.  Each segment is labeled in the diagram and 
designated as either consonant or dissonant.  The dissonance value for this pair of levels 
is (14 / 23 !) 0.61.  As a reminder, this is calculated by dividing the total number of 
elements from all dissonant segments, which is (9 + 5 =) 14, by the total number of 
elements in both meters, which is (9 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 2 + 2 =) 23.  Lastly, Figure 5.8D 
shows a configuration that is a theoretical possibility although unlikely in practice.231  All 
segments in the excerpt involve embeddedness, although there is an alternation between 
the bottom level being embedded in the top and the top level being embedded in the 
bottom, and thus the levels as a whole are not technically in an embedded relationship as 
defined in Chapter 4.  However, each segment is consonant and it follows that the levels 
have a dissonance value of 0. 
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229 Even the last segment (i.e. the coincident pair of elements) may be considered 
dissonant based on the assumption that the established pattern will continue. 
230 They coincide every three elements in the top level and every two in the bottom, and 
there is an identical temporal pattern of coincidence followed by alternation from top to 
bottom and back to top, and then coincidence again, etc. 
231 It involves the unlikely situation in which a level contains adjacent elements whose 
durations are in a 2:1 ratio.  This is not likely at all for a B level nor for S levels, but 
perhaps more conceivable for G levels. 
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Figure 5.9 is provided to show an example involving the calculation of the degree 
of dissonance for a full polymetrical structure.  In this case, the matrix shows values for 
level-to-level comparisons in “Kashmir” (seen previously in Example 5.3 in Sub-Section 
5.2.1).  Figure 5.9A shows the polymeter matrix for this excerpt, which indicates that all 
possible level-to-level pairs are either embedded or fully coincident, with the exception 
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of G1 to G1, which is (strictly) coincident.  Based on the discussion above, we assign a 
dissonance value of 0 to all level-to-level combinations except for G1 to G1, which 
should be 1 (as in Figure 5.8A).  These values are reflected in the dissonance matrix 
shown in Figure 5.9B.  This figure indicates that the degree of dissonance is 1, as did 
Cohn’s method in Sub-Section 5.3.2. 
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That this method is a generalization of Cohn’s system can be explained as 
follows.  Cohn’s system involves the comparison of what are essentially metrical levels.  
His system deals with isochronous levels that coincide at least at the first and last points 
of each level in the excerpt (they divide the time-span of the excerpt equally).  When the 
levels are in an integral ratio, and are thus embedded or fully coincident, they are 
considered to be consonant in Cohn’s system.  The present proposed system simply 
generalizes this category of consonant levels to include any embedded or fully coincident 
pair of levels, whether or not they are isochronous, and gives them a dissonance value of 
0 such that they do not contribute to the overall degree of dissonance (as in Cohn’s 
system).  In Cohn’s system, when the levels are in a non-integral ratio, and are thus 
(strictly) coincident, they are dissonant.  Such levels are given a dissonance value of 1 in 
my system such that they contribute 1 point to the overall degree of dissonance, as they 
also do using Cohn’s method.  But again, in my system, this category is generalized to 
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include any (strictly) coincident pair of levels as well as any non-coincident pair of levels 
(which are not considered in Cohn’s system). 
Cohn’s P-set amounts to an ordering of each non-redundant level by unit length.  
Each level indicated in the P-set is considered and compared to all higher (slower) level.  
All dissonant pairs are counted and the total is the degree of dissonance.  In my system, 
all possible level pairs are considered (and may be notated in a dissonance matrix), 
including those that involve the comparison of redundant (i.e. fully coincident) levels,232 
although these contribute nothing to the overall degree of dissonance of the 
(poly)metrical structure because they are by definition consonant.  Thus, the systems 
involve analogous methods for tabulating the degree of dissonance. 
In summary, my system can be understood as a generalization of Cohn’s system.  
It handles the relatively restricted set of polymetrical configurations that are considered 
under Cohn’s framework, and gives them the same degree of dissonance that Cohn’s 
method generates.233  Furthermore, my system is open to level-to-level comparisons that 
span all of the defined coincidence-based relationships: non-coincident, (strictly) 
coincident, embedded, and fully coincident.  As a result, it works with all possible classes 
of polymeter that are presented in Chapter 4. 
The validity of my method is further justified as follows.  First, it bases 
consonance on full coincidence or embeddedness, which respectively involve complete 
agreement or an essentially metrical relationship.  As such, it fulfills the last of the 
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232 I do this for the sake of presenting values for all possible relationships in the 
dissonance matrix. 
233 As indicated in Example 5.9B, for example. 
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requirements presented at the beginning of this section—that an individual meter should 
be treated as consonant under this system.234  Secondly, while it may seem strange to use 
decimal values for dissonance for certain cases involving (strictly) coincident levels, this 
may be thought of simply as a method for calculating a weighted average of the relative 
dissonance of each segment. 
 
5.3.4 Additional Examples Illustrating the Quantification of (Poly)metrical Dissonance 
 
 This section consists of a comparison of the dissonance matrices and overall 
degrees of dissonance for the examples featured in this chapter.  First, however, it must 
be noted that the degree of dissonance of a polymetrical structure depends on the number 
of levels in its component meters.  A structure with M levels in one component meter and 
N levels in the other will have M ! N cells in its dissonance matrix.  Each cell (which 
represents a unique combination of a level from one meter and a level from the other) 
contributes a dissonance value of at most 1 to the overall degree of dissonance.  Thus, the 
more levels of structure that are considered (and thus the higher M and N are), the greater 
the degree of dissonance potentially is. 
 When comparing dissonance matrices and degrees of dissonance between various 
excerpts, it is necessary to strive for normalization in the number of levels present.  
Rather than pick an arbitrary number of levels to use, however, I propose that a temporal 
threshold be chosen.  Any level that is active within the threshold (i.e. a level whose IOIs 
are less than the threshold) should be considered and any level that is not active within 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
234 This can be tested explicitly by comparing a single meter against itself, with all 
possible “cross-meter” pairs thus exhibiting either full coincidence or embeddedness. 
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the chosen threshold (i.e. whose IOIs are larger than the threshold value) should be 
discarded.  The rational for this is that some component meters may have differing 
numbers of subdivision levels for the simple reason that they involve, or lack, a certain 
amount of metrical detail.  If a meter has, for instance, no subdivision levels, it makes 
little sense to elect to consider several higher grouping levels simply to fill some arbitrary 
quota of levels to analyze.  After all, these levels are on such a high level as to be 
irrelevant within the context of the excerpt.  By picking a temporal threshold instead, we 
have a reasonable way of limiting and normalizing the kinds of levels that will be 
examined.  Note also that the temporal threshold can be chosen independently from the 
duration of the excerpt—a very long excerpt and a very short excerpt can be compared 
under a common metrical-temporal context that is defined by the threshold. 
 The threshold I have chosen for the present comparison is 5 s.  The effect of this 
choice is that: (1) the G3 levels are discarded from both component meters in “Kashmir”; 
(2) one level is added to each component meter in “Oliloqui Valley”; and (3) two levels 
are removed from each component meter in “Touch and Go.”  Nancarrow’s “Canon A” 
and Holst’s “Fantasia” are unaffected by the threshold.  For the sake of convenience and 
clarity, these excerpts are reproduced here, with the appropriate number of levels, in 
Examples 5.14A-E.  Figures 5.10A-E show the dissonance matrices for each respective 
example. 
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 The results reinforce what is already shown with the non-coincidence graphs in 
Section 5.2.  But the dissonance matrices have an advantage over the previous graphs 
because, like polymeter matrices, they illustrate information about relationships between 
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all possible level-to-level relationships, not just those between corresponding levels.  A 
dissonance matrix has an additional unique advantage in that it allows for the calculation 
of the degree of dissonance.  This value is shown for each of the above five excerpts in 
Table 5.1.  This data agrees with my own perceptions about the relative polymetrical 
dissonance of these excerpts.  Specifically, “Kashmir” and the “Fantasia” are judged to 
be more or less equally dissonant; “Touch and Go” and “Oliloqui Valley” are 
significantly more dissonant but more or less equal to each other in terms of dissonance; 
and “Canon A” is more dissonant than the rest by an overwhelming amount. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
 
6.1 RESULTS OF THIS DISSERTATION 
 
Chapter 2 consists of a discussion of musical meter, the purpose of which is first 
and foremost: (1) to help orient readers that are not as familiar with recent theories of 
musical meter, and (2) to indicate to the specialist reader precisely what theoretical 
framework of meter is fundamental to the remainder of the dissertation.  At the same 
time, I have attempted to present a synthesis of several different authors’ work on meter, 
and to relax some of the particular structural requirements that might prove limiting to the 
applicability of these theories to more complex metrical structures.  As such, I expect that 
the writing in Chapter 2 will be of use outside of the context of the present work. 
Chapter 3 of this dissertation offers an important overview of polymeter and 
related concepts, as well as a short discussion related to the perception of polymeter.  
This information is fundamental to the understanding and context of the remainder of the 
dissertation.  Additionally, it is my hope that others will find the definitions and 
discussions contained therein to be useful, and that this work may even be used to 
definitively disambiguate between various often-confused concepts. 
The fourth chapter of this dissertation provides a comprehensive framework for 
qualitative analysis.  This framework complements, and provides a theoretical foundation 
for, the quantitative toolset that is presented later (in Section 5.3).  The presentation of 
this framework is preceded (in Section 4.1) by a careful evaluation of the previous work 
done in classifying polymeter.  This evaluation points to specific areas where 
improvements are necessary.  In particular, accommodations are necessary for NI meters 
and also for more complicated between-meter relationships.  The framework unveiled in 
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the remainder of the chapter demonstrates a well-defined set of level-to-level 
relationships and a system of classifying polymetrical structures based on the nature of 
the specific relationships found between corresponding levels of structure.  A 
polymetrical structure can be classified according to its polymeter type, which indicates 
on exactly which levels its component meters involve disagreement.  Additionally, a 
polymeter vector, which may be assembled for a given polymetrical structure, offers a 
concise means of communicating where the structure fits into the overall classification 
system. 
 The polymeter vector is a means of presenting many of the important qualitative 
relationships present in a polymetrical structure, but as discussed it does not present the 
entire set of relationships.  Section 5.1, however, presents the polymeter matrix, which 
does indeed offer a complete picture of all possible level-to-level relationships in a 
polymetrical structure, not just those that involve corresponding levels.  The graphical 
techniques used throughout Chapter 3 and 4, and those added in Section 5.2, provide 
helpful visual tools for assessing polymetrical structure and disagreement. 
In Section 5.3, I outline a method for calculating the degree of dissonance of a 
polymetrical structure, which is clearly useful for its ability to quantify the magnitude of 
the structural disagreements of such a structure.  It is also useful because it facilitates the 
rapid comparison of such quantities between multiple structures.  But characterizing the 
dissonance of a polymetrical structure with a single number clearly has a major 
drawback—doing so obscures the contribution of specific level-to-level relationships to 
the overall degree of dissonance.  My quantitative method, however, has a built-in 
method for showing the specific contributions by each pair of levels, namely the 
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tabulation of dissonance values in the dissonance matrix.  This method of quantitative 
analysis has been demonstrated to be an improvement over the method developed by 
Cohn as it accommodates a far wider variety of polymetrical relationships.  At the same 
time, it is an extension of Cohn’s method and is thus compatible with its concepts and 
results. 
Altogether, Chapters 4 and 5 provide a robust framework for analyzing and 
comparing polymetrical relationships.  The framework as a whole involves both 
qualitative (visual and symbolic) and quantitative tools, and in both cases there are tools 
that are relatively holistic and others that offer a higher degree of detail or granularity. 
 
6.2 FURTHER AVENUES FOR WORK ON POLYMETER 
 
 The most obvious venue for additional work on polymeter that is suggested by my 
dissertation is in the analytical realm.  The examples that I have presented in this work 
are largely illustrative in nature.  It makes sense, for example, to deploy my analytical 
tools with the aim of better explaining how polymeter shapes the progression of a piece 
of music.  A windowed quantitative analysis might be undertaken with a piece in which 
polymetrical structure is dynamic.  Degrees of dissonance can be computed for excerpts 
drawn from systematically selected areas of the piece, and the resulting data would help 
explain the role that structural polymetric dissonance plays in the dramatic evolution of 
the music.  Alternatively, qualitative means can be used to search for both similarities and 
differences in the polymetrical structures found in a variety of pieces.  When considering 
pieces that involve complex NI polymetrical structures, a focus on isochronous sub-
structures might reveal deep structural isomorphisms between pieces that appear at a 
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glance to be unrelated.  Furthermore, the framework in this dissertation allows for more 
precise communication about the character of polymeter and provides the opportunity for 
style-analytical work on the use of polymeter by various composers. 
 Perceptual research and the structural study of polymeter seem to be somewhat at 
odds.  There is a sense that polymetric perception (i.e. simultaneous entrainment to more 
than one concurrent metrical structure) is difficult, and a suggestion that it is even 
impossible.  I have indicated that I believe that more research needs to be done before a 
verdict is reached on this subject, especially cross-cultural research and research 
involving highly skilled, specialist musicians as subjects.  Even so, music that is 
structurally polymetrical—that is music that involves two or more compelling metrical 
interpretations simultaneously—does exist, whether or not polymetric perception, per se, 
is possible.  And it is certainly worthwhile to study listeners’ experiences in perceiving 
such music.  It may be determined that listeners have a sense for polymetric dissonance, 
even without being able to maintain multiple perceptual entrainments, for example.  As 
such, I would very much like to see whether or not there is any correlation between the 
structural notions of polymetric dissonance that I have discussed in Section 5.3, and the 
perception of polymetric dissonance by listeners.  Are there certain level-to-level 
relationships that are more important than others in the determination of perceived 
polymetric dissonance?  Relatively high grouping levels, for example, are likely less 
perceptually salient, and thus structural dissonance involving those levels may be less 
likely to translate into perceived dissonance.  Dissonances involving the B level, which is 
considered to be the anchor of metric entrainment, may also be more important.  
Likewise, dissonances involving corresponding levels may perhaps be more salient and 
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contribute more strongly to a perceived sense of (poly)metric dissonance or consonance.  
In other words, those dissonances that lie on (or even near) the downward-sloped 
diagonal of a polymeter matrix may be more perceptually salient.  Thus, although this 
paper does not deal directly with the perception of polymetric dissonance, it suggests 
further avenues for psychological research on the subject. 
 Difficulty of perception or entrainment need not limit the utility or use of 
polymeter by composers.  A rhythmic or metrical structure (or of pitch, timbre, etc.) need 
not be fully or immediately understandable to a listener in order to be appreciated or to 
stimulate a response or engagement.  In fact, it is often those aspects of music that are 
ambiguous or mysterious that encourage a deeper and more sustained interest in a piece 
of music. 
Practicality of performance also need not be a limitation for further development 
of polymeter in music.  Click tracks and click lights are available to assist in the accurate 
performance of difficult independent meters.  Additionally, computers can provide us 
with extremely precise realizations of complex polymetric music in the electronic 
medium.  Although listeners may not be able to comprehend certain (poly)metrical 
subtleties in canonical terms, the broad research on the JNDs (just noticeable differences) 
of rhythmic perception suggest that such subtleties can still be sensed. 
And so, it is my sincere hope that composers reading this work will also be 
inspired to expand and develop the use of polymeter in their own work.  Compositional 
work should be understood as a legitimate form of investigation into polymeter (as well 
as almost any other musical issue).  The act of composition allows humans to bring both 
their intuitive and systematic faculties to bear on this extraordinarily complex facet of 
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music, and also allows for a certain direct and intimate sense of the musical relevance of 
this phenomenon.  It is thus my opinion that the further study of polymeter should 
continue along many avenues at the same time. 
Polymeter seems to involve many of the attributes of music that are most 
engaging.  It is multi-faceted, palpable, concerned with matters of tension and release, 
challenging, encourages entrainment, and is capable of creating great surprise.  As such, I 
believe that by better understanding polymeter, we better understand music as a whole. 
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